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Present
Chair Jenny Hughey, Deputy Chair Peter Scott, Councillors Tane Apanui, Phil Clearwater
Grant Edge, Megan Hands, Ian Mackenzie, Claire McKay, Nicole Marshall, Elizabeth
McKenzie, Craig Pauling, Lan Pham, Vicky Southworth and John Sunckell
Tumu Taiao: Yvette Couch-Lewis and Iaean Cranwell

Management and officers present
Stefanie Rixecker (Chief Executive), David Perenara-O’Connell (Acting Director Strategy &
Planning), Katherine Trought (Acting Director Finance and Corporate Services), Tim Davie
(Director Science), Tafflyn Bradford-James (Director Communication and Engagement(,
Catherine Schache (General Counsel), Toshi Hodliffe (General Manager Governance) and
Louise McDonald (Senior Committee Advisor).
Other staff were also present.
1.

Mihi/Karakia Timatanga – Opening
Chair Hughey welcomed everyone to the meeting. Tumu Taiao Iaean Cranwell gave a
mihi whakatau and Cr Peter Scott a karakia.
The Chair congratulated Tumu Taiao Yvette Couch-Lewis on being awarded an Order
of Merit in the recent Queens Birthday Honours for her services to conservation and
Māori.

2.

Apologies
There were no apologies.

3.

Conflicts of interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.

4.

Public Forum, Deputations and Petitions
There were no public forum, deputations or petitions

5.

Minutes
Refer pages 9 to 59 of the agenda.

27 April 2021
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

confirms and adopts as a true and correct record the minutes of the
meeting held on 27 April 2021 as amended to delete the references to Cr
Mackenzie having interest in the QEII Trust.
Cr Scott/Cr Edge
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CARRIED

13 May 2021
Resolved
That the Council:
2.

confirms and adopts as a true and correct record the minutes of the
meeting held on 13 May 2021.
Cr Scott/Cr Clearwater
CARRIED

20 May 2021
Resolved
That the Council:
3.

confirms and adopts as a true and correct record the minutes of the
meeting held on 20 May 2021 as amended to record that Cr McKenzie
moved the amendment to recommendation 10.1.
Cr McKenzie/Cr Pham
CARRIED

Matters Arising

6.

There were no matters arising from the minutes.
Items 8.1, 8.2 and 8.6 were then considered.

Matter for Council Decision

8.

Adoption of the Long-Term Plan 2021-31

8.1

Refer pages 116 to 125 of the agenda plus the LTP document circulated separately
Chair Hughey introduced this item and welcomed Julian Tan, Director Audit NZ to the
meeting.
The Council’s letter of representation for the audit of the Long-Term Plan was provided
to Julian Tan, Director Audit NZ.
Mr Tan presented the Auditor’s report, acknowledged the long hours put in by Council
staff and thanked them for working collaborating with his team.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

adopts the Revenue and Financing Policy as included in the Environment
Canterbury Long-Term Plan 2021-31.
Cr Scott/Cr Southworth
CARRIED
Crs Hands, Mackenzie and McKay voted against this recommendation.
Resolved
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That the Council:
2.

receives the independent auditor’s report from the Auditor-General for
inclusion in the Environment Canterbury Long-Term Plan 2021-31, as
required by Section 94 of the Local Government Act 2002.
Chair Hughey/Cr Pham
CARRIED
Resolved
That the Council:
3.

notes that rates are not being set at a level sufficient to meet the 2021/22
year’s projected operating expenses and so debt funding and use of
reserves of some programmes are being used to balance the budget.

4.

in accordance with section 100(2) of the Local Government Act 2002 the
Council notes that the projected operating revenues for the 2021/22
financial year (as provided for in the Long-Term Plan) are not set at a level
sufficient to meet that year’s projected operating expenses; but resolves
that it is financially prudent to set the projected operating revenues at that
level, having had regard to the matters set out in section 100(2)(a) to (d)
and for the reasons set out in this paper.
Cr Clearwater/Cr Edge
CARRIED

Resolved
That the Council:
5.

adopts the Environment Canterbury Long-Term Plan 2021-31 in the form
attached to this agenda including the Fees and Charges Policy.
Chair Hughey/Cr Scott
CARRIED
Crs Hands, Mackenzie, McKay and Sunckell voted against this recommendation.

Resolved
That the Council:
6.

delegates authority to the Council’s Chief Executive to make alterations of
minor effect or to correct any minor errors to the adopted Long-Term Plan
2021-31.
Chair Hughey/Cr Clearwater
CARRIED

The Chair and Councillors thanked the Chief Executive for her leadership and all the
staff involved with the Long-Term Plan.

8.2

Setting the Rates 2021/22
Refer pages 126 to 157 of the agenda
The meeting was advised that in finalising the rates resolutions, staff became aware of
a minor inconsistency in Air Quality rates. The amount involved was estimated to be
only $30,000 of total rates collected, only 3 cents per $100,000 of capital value.
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The auditor was consulted on how best to address this issue. He has advised,
following discussions with the Office of the Auditor General, that given the low values
involved, Council should clarify the zones and complete correcting calculations in the
Annual Plan for the 2022/23 year and that he is happy that Council does not need to
take any action for setting the rates for 2021/22.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

Resolves to
a) appoint under Section 53(1) of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
those territorial authorities set out in resolutions XX - XX2 to collect
rates on behalf of Council in instalments on the due dates set out in
resolution XX and to apply the penalties on unpaid rates set out
alongside their names in Resolutions XX1 and XX2. Noting that the
rates collected by Mackenzie District Council include the rates in
relation to that part of the Waitaki District that is in the Canterbury
Regional Council boundary); and
b)

delegate under Section 27 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
to those territorial authorities the function of keeping and maintaining
a rating information database and rates records.

2.

Delegates authority pursuant to the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 to
the Chief Executive, Director Finance and Corporate Services and the Chief
Financial Officer (any one of them acting alone) to:
a) apply penalties stated under resolution XX1 - XX2 and YY2 - YY3 on
unpaid rates in accordance with Sections 57 and 58, and
b) approve applications for rates postponement and rates remissions in
accordance with Council’s policy, and
c) carry out all other functions permissible under the Act that are not
required to be a Council responsibility.

3.

Resolves to approve the delegation for the Director Finance and Corporate
Services to sign the Rating collection and District Valuation Data agreements
with Environment Canterbury territorial authorities to continue to collect
Environment Canterbury rates on its behalf.

4. Resolves that pursuant to the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 that in
accordance with Canterbury Regional Council’s 2021-31 Long Term Plan and
the Funding Impact Statement:
A)
to set the rates (including GST) as set out in sections a to bl below on
rating units in the region for the financial year commencing 1 July 2021
ending on 30 June 2022.
B)
that the due dates for payment in accordance as set out in sections XX
and YY1 below with Sections 24 Local Government (Rating) Act 2002;
and
C)
apply penalties on unpaid rates as set out in sections XX1 to XX2 and
YY2 to YY3 below in accordance with Sections 57 and 58 Local
Government (Rating) Act 2002 on rating units in the region for the
financial year commencing 1 July 2021 ending on 30 June 2022.
a) That a Uniform Annual General Charge (Fixed Rate) be set, for all rateable
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land at $36.71 per rating unit as set out in the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND

RATE

CALCULATION
BASIS

$36.71

fixed amount per rating
Unit

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Uniform Annual General Charge
Canterbury region

10,197,949

b)
That the general rate is set for all rateable land based upon capital value. The
Council has used projected values to arrive at capital values for each territorial authority
area.
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

General Rate
Kaikōura

$42.97

per $100,000 Capital Value

703,635

Hurunui

$40.76

per $100,000 Capital Value

3,043,872

Waimakariri

$40.18

per $100,000 Capital Value

6,984,131

Christchurch

$41.20

per $100,000 Capital Value

44,833,271

Selwyn

$39.91

per $100,000 Capital Value

9,767,015

Ashburton

$38.52

per $100,000 Capital Value

7,331,461

Timaru

$39.43

per $100,000 Capital Value

5,749,102

Mackenzie

$39.51

per $100,000 Capital Value

1,947,882

Waimate

$39.63

per $100,000 Capital Value

1,926,812

Waitaki

$37.73

per $100,000 Capital Value

948,373

c) That Passenger Transport Services targeted rates be set differentially based on
location at a rate in the dollar or at a fixed rate amount per rating unit as set out in
the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT
$

Targeted Public Passenger Transport Services Rate
Kaikōura (Kaikoura Township Urban Area under the
Kaikōura Vehicle Trust)
Christchurch – City (Christchurch and
Lyttelton Urban Areas excluding the
Kainga defined area)
Christchurch – Kainga defined area
Christchurch – all properties under the Governors Bay
Community Vehicle Trust
Ashburton (Ashburton and Tinwald
urban area for Total Mobility only)
Timaru – City (Timaru and Washdyke
Urban areas)
Timaru – all properties under the Geraldine
Community Vehicle Trust
Timaru –Temuka urban area
Mackenzie – Twizel and Tekapo urban areas under
the Twizel-Tekapo Community Vehicle Trust)
Mackenzie – Tekapo urban area under the TwizelTekapo Community Vehicle Trust
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$0.73

per $100,000 Capital
Value

5,007

$27.71

per $100,000 Capital
Value

28,754,442

$5.72
$2.22
$0.98
$23.19
$3.92
$1.44
$0.60
$0.21

per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value

57,624
6,008
34,046
1,419,930
29,743
9,012
5,304
1,706
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Mackenzie – Fairlie urban areas for the Fairlie
$2.54
Community Vehicle Trust
Waimate – Waimate Township urban area for the
$1.84
Total Mobility only
Uniform Targeted Public Passenger Transport Services Rate
Hurunui – all properties under the
$5.50
Cheviot Vehicle Trust
Hurunui – all properties under the Culverden
$8.17
Community Vehicle Trust
Hurunui – all properties under the Amberley
$1.51
Community Vehicle Trust
Hurunui – all properties under the Hawarden Waikari
$6.41
Community Vehicle Trust
Waimakariri – Urban areas of
Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Woodend and
$141.48
Pegasus.
Waimakariri – all Rural areas of Waimakariri
$20.71
excluding Lees Valley
Waimakariri – Waikuku Beach urban areas

$32.49

Selwyn – Urban areas of Rolleston, Prebbleton,
Springston and Burnham Camp

$137.06

Selwyn – all Rural areas of Selwyn

$17.16

Selwyn – the urban areas of Darfield, West Melton
and Kirwee
Selwyn – the urban areas of Leeston, Doyleston and
Southbridge
Selwyn– all properties under the Ellesmere
Community Vehicle Trust)
Selwyn – all properties under the Malvern Community
Vehicle Trust)
Ashburton – all properties under the Mid-Canterbury
Timaru – all properties under the Pleasant Point
Community Vehicle Trust
Waimate – all properties under the Waitaki
Community Vehicle Trust
Waitaki – all properties under the Waitaki Community
Vehicle Trust

$20.79
$56.76
$2.40
$0.93
$1.17
$3.83
$3.38
$3.38

per $100,000 Capital
Value
per $100,000 Capital
Value
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit
fixed amount per rating
Unit

5,007
8,762

5,007
5,007
5,007
5,007
2,270,692
199,535
14,911
1,811,397
229,301
53,720
83,041
6,509
5,007
5,007
5,007
527
4,479

d) That Greater Christchurch Transport and Urban Development targeted rates be set
differentially based on location for a rate in the dollar based on capital value as set out
in the table below on all properties within the Territorial Authorities listed:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted GC Transport & Development Rate
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Selwyn

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$0.39
$0.40
$0.39

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
67,513
433,390
94,415

e) That Air Quality targeted rates be set differentially based on location for a rate in the
dollar based on capital value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Targeted Air Quality Rate
Waimakariri urban areas of Rangiora and Kaiapoi
Christchurch City area north of the Port Hills
Ashburton urban areas of Ashburton and Tinwald
Timaru and Geraldine urban areas
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT
$

$1.19
$1.21
$1.14
$1.16

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

91,015
1,208,903
42,509
74,193
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Waimate township urban
area

$1.17

per $100,000 Capital Value

6,832

f) That Air Quality Heating Assistance targeted rates be set differentially based on
location for a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted
rates:
Targeted Air Quality Heating Assistance Rate
Timaru urban area

RATE

$0.81

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

per $100,000 Capital
Value

46,000

g) That a Voluntary Clean Heat Loan targeted rate be set based on the provision or
availability of service for different categories of land at different fixed amounts as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Voluntary Targeted Clean Heat Loan Rate
Loan Advanced - Band A:
the provision of service to
1800 to 2000
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band B:
the provision of service to
2000 to 2200
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band C:
the provision of service to
2200 to 2400
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band D:
the provision of service to
2400 to 2600
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band E:
the provision of service to
2600 to 2800
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band F:
the provision of service to
2800 to 3000
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band G:
the provision of service to
3000 to 3200
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band H:
the provision of service to
3200 to 3400
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band I:
the provision of service to
3400 to 3600
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band J:
the provision of service to
3600 to 3800
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band K:
the provision of service to
3800 to 4000
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band L:
the provision of service to
4000 to 4200
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band M:
the provision of service to
4200 to 4400
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band N:
the provision of service to
4400 to 4600
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band O:
the provision of service to
4600 to 4800
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band P:
the provision of service to
4800 to 5000
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band Q:
the provision of service to
5000 to 5200
the rating unit
Loan Advanced - Band R:
the provision of service to
5200
the rating unit

RATE

$180.00
$200.00
$220.00
$240.00
$260.00
$280.00
$300.00
$320.00
$340.00
$360.00
$380.00
$400.00
$420.00
$440.00
$460.00
$480.00
$500.00
$520.00

CALCULATION BASIS

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit
the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

180
0
220
480
0
0
300
320
0
360
1,140
1,600
420
440
920
3,360
1,500
5,720

h)
That a Voluntary Healthier Homes Canterbury Receivables targeted rate be set
based on the extent of provision of service to the rating unit as set out in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF
RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the
following targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Voluntary Targeted Healthier Homes Canterbury Receivables Rate
Receivable Advanced Band H06: 500 to 600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$66.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

67

Receivable Advanced Band H07: 600 to 700

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$77.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

311

Receivable Advanced Band H10: 800 to 900

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$100.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

300

Receivable Advanced Band H11: 900 to 1000
Receivable Advanced Band H12: 1100 to
1200
Receivable Advanced Band H13: 1200 to
1300
Receivable Advanced Band H14: 1300 to
1400
Receivable Advanced Band H15: 1400 to
1500
Receivable Advanced Band H16: 1500 to
1600
Receivable Advanced Band H17: 1600 to
1700
Receivable Advanced Band H18: 1700 to
1800
Receivable Advanced Band H20: 1800 to
1900
Receivable Advanced Band H21: 1900 to
2000
Receivable Advanced Band H22: 2000 to
2100
Receivable Advanced Band H23: 2100 to
2200
Receivable Advanced Band H24: 2200 to
2300
Receivable Advanced Band H25: 2300 to
2400
Receivable Advanced Band H26: 2400 to
2500
Receivable Advanced Band H27: 2500 to
2600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$111.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

556

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$122.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

733

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$133.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

800

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$144.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

578

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$155.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

311

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$166.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$177.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,778

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$188.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

756

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$200.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$211.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,267

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$222.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,111

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$233.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,167

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$244.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

4,155

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$255.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,789

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$266.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2,400

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$277.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,389
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Receivable Advanced Band H28: 2600 to
2700
Receivable Advanced Band H30: 2700 to
2800
Receivable Advanced Band H31: 2800 to
2900
Receivable Advanced Band H32: 2900 to
3000
Receivable Advanced Band H33: 3000 to
3100
Receivable Advanced Band H34: 3100 to
3200
Receivable Advanced Band H35: 3200 to
3300
Receivable Advanced Band H36: 3300 to
3400
Receivable Advanced Band H37: 3400 to
3500
Receivable Advanced Band H38: 3500 to
3600
Receivable Advanced Band H40: 3600 to
3700
Receivable Advanced Band H41: 3700 to
3800
Receivable Advanced Band H42: 3800 to
3900
Receivable Advanced Band H43: 3900 to
4000
Receivable Advanced Band H44: 4000 to
4100
Receivable Advanced Band H45: 4100 to
4200
Receivable Advanced Band H46: 4200 to
4300
Receivable Advanced Band H47: 4300 to
4400
Receivable Advanced Band H48: 4400 to
4500
Receivable Advanced Band H50: 4500 to
4600
Receivable Advanced Band H51: 4600 to
4700
Receivable Advanced Band H52: 4700 to
4800

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$288.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2,311

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$300.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2,700

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$311.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2,178

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$322.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

2,256

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$333.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,333

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$344.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,855

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$355.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

3,200

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$366.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,134

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$377.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

7,933

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$388.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,444

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$400.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$411.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

12,334

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$422.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

13,089

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$433.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,533

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$444.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

11,555

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$455.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,567

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$466.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$477.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

6,211

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$488.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

10,266

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$500.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$511.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,111

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$522.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

8,356
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Receivable Advanced Band H53: 4800 to
4900
Receivable Advanced Band H54: 4900 to
5000
Receivable Advanced Band H55: 5000 to
5100
Receivable Advanced Band H56: 5100 to
5200
Receivable Advanced Band H57: 5200 to
5300
Receivable Advanced Band H58: 5300 to
5400
Receivable Advanced Band H60: 5400 to
5500
Receivable Advanced Band H61: 5500 to
5600
Receivable Advanced Band H62: 5600 to
5700
Receivable Advanced Band H63: 5700 to
5800
Receivable Advanced Band H64: 5800 to
5900
Receivable Advanced Band H65: 5900 to
6000
Receivable Advanced Band H66: 6000 to
6100
Receivable Advanced Band H67: 6100 to
6200
Receivable Advanced Band H68: 6200 to
6300
Receivable Advanced Band H70: 6300 to
6400
Receivable Advanced Band H71: 6400 to
6500
Receivable Advanced Band H72: 6500 to
6600
Receivable Advanced Band H73: 6600 to
6700
Receivable Advanced Band H74: 6700 to
6800
Receivable Advanced Band H75: 6800 to
6900
Receivable Advanced Band H76: 6900 to
7000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$533.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

8,000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$544.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,255

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$555.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

8,333

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$566.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,067

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$577.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

10,400

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$588.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

4,711

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$600.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

12,600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$611.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,778

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$622.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

7,467

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$633.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

7,600

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$644.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,156

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$655.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,900

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$666.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

13,334

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$677.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

8,811

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$688.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

13,778

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$700.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

15,400

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$711.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

11,378

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$722.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

13,000

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$733.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

21,266

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$744.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

8,933

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$755.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

9,822

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$766.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

16,867
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Receivable Advanced Band H77: 7000 to
7100
Receivable Advanced Band H78: 7100 to
7200
Receivable Advanced Band H80: 7200 to
7300
Receivable Advanced Band H81: 7300 to
7400
Receivable Advanced Band H82: 7400 to
7500
Receivable Advanced Band H83: 7500 to
7600
Receivable Advanced Band H84: 7600 to
7700
Receivable Advanced Band H85: 7700 to
7800
Receivable Advanced Band H86: 7800 to
7900
Receivable Advanced Band H87: 7900 to
8000

i)

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$777.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

12,444

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$788.88

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

12,622

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$800.00

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

11,200

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$811.12

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

15,411

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$822.24

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

11,511

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$833.32

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

26,666

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$844.44

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

50,666

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$855.56

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

44,489

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$866.68

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

64,134

the provision of service to
the rating unit

$877.76

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

43,888

That Uniform Civil Defence Emergency Management targeted rates be set as at a
uniform fixed amount per rating unit as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

Uniform Targeted Civil Defence Emergency Management Rate
fixed amount per rating
Canterbury Region excluding Waitaki
$14.42
Unit

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

3,977,956

j) That Regional Environmental Infrastructure Local targeted rates be set at a rate in
the dollar on capital value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the follow ing targeted rates:

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Selwyn-Waihora Regional Environmental Infrastructure Rate
Christchurch

$1.78

per $100,000 Capital Value

28,856

Selwyn

$1.73

per $100,000 Capital Value

414,820

$3.99

per $100,000 Capital Value

7,362

Lower A

$15.97

per $100,000 Capital Value

676,490

Lower B

$15.97

per $100,000 Capital Value

192,253

Targeted Hinds Regional Environmental Infrastructure Rate
Ashburton
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k) That a Rabbit Pest Control targeted rate be set differentially based on location for
different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Rabbit Pest Control Rate
Banks Peninsula Rabbit Rating District
Negligible
where the land is situated
Low Plains
where the land is situated
Moderate
where the land is situated

RATE

$0.23
$0.31
$1.04

CALCULATION BASIS

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

3,725
14,902
18,627

l) That Pest-free Banks Peninsula targeted rates be set differentially based on location
at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted Differential Rate
Christchurch
Selwyn

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$4.85
$4.74

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
271,083
7,637

m) That Pest-free Banks Peninsula targeted rates be set at a rate per hectare of land
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Uniform Targeted Rate
Christchurch
Selwyn

RATE

$0.83
$0.83

CALCULATION BASIS

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
66,028
3,651

n) That Pest Management Targeted rates be set at a rate in the dollar on land value
using projected values or a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted Pest Management Rate
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Mackenzie
Waimate
Waitaki
Targeted Pest Management Rate
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Mackenzie
Waimate
Waitaki
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2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$6.31
$6.26
$6.15
$6.16
$6.03
$5.74
$5.71
$6.22
$5.83
$5.41

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

33,705
251,871
275,766
122,368
474,217
645,448
230,780
98,397
173,477
45,455

$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20

per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land
per Hectare of Land

17,675
119,784
34,046
16,996
77,299
82,003
41,361
81,659
63,798
53,251
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o) That Catchment Works and Services targeted rates be set differentially based on
location at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Targeted Catchment Works and Services Rate
Kaikōura
Hurunui
Waimakariri
Christchurch
Selwyn
Ashburton
Timaru
Mackenzie
Waimate
Waitaki

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$5.18
$0.71
$1.01
$0.35
$0.98
$1.24
$2.38
$1.61
$2.29
$0.41

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
84,811
53,189
175,881
382,475
241,817
236,678
347,117
79,235
111,428
10,341

p) That a Little River Wairewa Catchment Works targeted rate be set at a uniform fixed
amount per rating unit as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE LAND
Subcategorised as the following targeted rates:
Little River Wairewa Rating District
Class A

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$83.21

fixed amount per rating Unit

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $
35,363

q) That a Waimakariri Eyre Cust Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waimakariri Eyre Cust Rating District
Class A (Christchurch)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class A (Waimakariri)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class B (Selwyn)
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$2.59
$1.73
$0.69
$0.52
$0.35
$0.17
$2.53
$1.69
$0.68
$0.51
$0.34
$0.17
$1.67
$0.67
$0.50
$0.33
$0.17

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

11,620
25,468
38,574
454,580
1,198
12,623
69,592
42,153
2,774
3,181
4,542
4,889
571
733
1,564
9,137
6,702

r) That a Waimakariri Flood Protection Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on
capital value as set out in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waimakariri Flood Protection Project
Class A (Christchurch)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class A (Waimakariri)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class A (Selwyn)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$0.81
$0.16
$0.79
$0.16
$0.78
$0.16

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

771,573
11,728
23,611
12,138
25,386
6,032

s) That an Ashley River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashley River Rating District
Class A
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is
Class U3
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$20.76
$13.84
$10.38
$5.54
$8.30
$8.30
$8.30

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

132,337
26,113
53,635
325
334,901
57,726
59,861

t) That a Selwyn River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Selwyn River Rating District
Class A
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$70.06
$63.05
$56.04
$42.03
$28.02
$10.51
$63.05
$28.02

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

45,854
81,908
22,503
30,299
22,660
9,837
4,730
739

u) That a Lake Ellesmere Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lake Ellesmere Rating District
Class A (Christchurch)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class A (Selwyn)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class E
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$69.74
$58.12
$37.20
$9.30
$4.65
$67.42
$56.18
$35.96
$4.49

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

9,928
1,434
2,485
779
376
43,175
10,852
56,156
7,091

v) That an Ashburton Rivers Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashburton Rivers Rating District
Class AA
where the land is
Class AB
where the land is
Class AL
where the land is
Class BL
where the land is
Class CL
where the land is
Class DL
where the land is
Class EL
where the land is
Class FL
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class AU
where the land is
Class BU
where the land is
Class CU
where the land is
Class DU
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$44.43
$41.70
$38.97
$27.48
$20.66
$13.84
$6.82
$2.34
$3.70
$228.99
$137.45
$91.54
$68.58

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

29,025
31,331
212,227
13,747
67,493
42,185
12,811
4,353
114,246
22,395
114,288
2,709
217

w) That a Prices Valley Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Prices Valley Drainage District
Class A
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$210.71
$56.19
$28.09
$14.05

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,193
168
185
174

x) That a Sefton Ashley Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Sefton Ashley Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$21.10
$10.55

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

12,909
3,194

y) That a Lower Hinds River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Hinds River Rating District
Class Main
where the land is situated

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$14.84

per $100,000 Capital Value

77,509

z) That an Upper Hinds River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Upper Hinds River Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$54.92
$49.43
$10.98

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

34,358
43,366
3,943

aa) That an Orari-Waihi-Temuka Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Orari-Waihi-Temuka Rating District
Class A
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$100.02
$70.01
$46.68
$23.34
$10.00
$3.33

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

42,219
109,491
261,134
260,486
77,055
20,201

ab) That an Opihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Opihi River Rating District
Class A (Timaru)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is
Class U3
where the land is
Class U4
where the land is
Class U4A
where the land is
Class B (Mackenzie)
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U3
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$97.27
$92.41
$72.95
$53.50
$19.45
$6.81
$97.27
$38.91
$19.45
$6.81
$13.62
$92.56
$73.07
$53.59
$19.49
$6.82
$19.49

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

43,131
108,902
143,451
17,139
40,685
32,058
9,055
17,780
5,047
3,997
9,795
15,176
123,978
2,056
14,449
71,669
31,744

ac) That a Lower Pareora River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Pareora River Rating District
Class A (Timaru)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is
Class B (Waimate)
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$142.72
$107.04
$71.36
$42.81
$21.41
$7.14
$85.63
$14.27
$107.43
$71.62
$42.97
$21.49
$7.16

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,851
3,832
20,595
3,419
1,096
726
28,990
6,670
20,562
12,521
9,009
5,918
972

ad) That a Kapua Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kapua Drainage District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated
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RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$189.51
$94.75

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

876
560
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ae) That a Lower Waitaki River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Waitaki River Rating District
Class A (Waitaki)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class A (Waimate)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$90.49
$45.25
$45.25
$94.78
$47.39

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

36,322
11,107
1,873
99,519
42,669

af) That a Waiau River-Bourne Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set
out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River-Bourne Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$3,767.41

per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

21,851

ag) That a Waiau River-Rotherham Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River-Rotherham Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$394.64
$256.52

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

2,940
33,855

ah) That a Waiau Township Area Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau Township Area Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$74.70

per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

58,395

ai) That a Kaikōura River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kaikōura River Rating District
Class A
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is
Class U3
where the land is
Class U4
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$87.83
$52.70
$35.13
$21.96
$17.57
$8.78
$87.83
$21.96
$13.17
$8.78

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

229,152
3,743
1,589
1,864
8,966
13,458
41,133
2,073
19,848
34,710

aj) That a Kowai River - Leithfield Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kowai River - Leithfield Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$5.27

per $100,000 Capital Value

6,094

ak) That a North Kowai River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value
as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
North Kowai Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$25.68
$12.84

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

4,049
2,681

al) That a Conway River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Conway River Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$684.04

per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

7,199

am) That a Sefton Town Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Sefton Town Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$30.23

per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

2,298

an) That a Washdyke Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on capital value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Washdyke Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

$53.39
$32.03

per $100,000 Capital Value
per $100,000 Capital Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

43,791
22,909

ao) That a Halswell River Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as
set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Halswell River Drainage District
Class B (Christchurch)
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class A (Selwyn)
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class E
where the land is
Class F
where the land is
Class U1
where the land is
Class U2
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

$62.00
$43.76
$29.18
$4.38
$10.94
$72.17
$61.35
$43.30
$28.87
$4.33
$10.83
$72.17
$14.43

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

212,927
48,930
20,478
10,807
12,734
15,258
192,108
130,231
18,919
28,969
11,767
33,892
9,001

ap) That a North Rakaia River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
North Rakaia River Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

$257.68

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

105,802

aq) That a Rangitata River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out in
the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Rangitata River Rating District
Class A
where the land is
Class B
where the land is
Class C
where the land is
Class D
where the land is
Class AA
where the land is

situated
situated
situated
situated
situated

RATE

$117.64
$70.58
$47.05
$23.53
$1,399.86

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

219,962
57,403
19,845
6,550
6,761

ar) That a Staveley Storm Channel Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as
set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Staveley Storm Channel Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated

RATE

$5.27
$4.22
$1.58

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

458
284
119

as) That an Upper Chatterton & Hanmer West Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on
land value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Upper Chatterton & Hanmer West Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated
Class D
where the land is situated
Class U
where the land is situated

RATE

$30.13
$19.37
$12.91
$36.59
$59.18

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,957
1,191
3,018
18,934
6,720

at) That a Makikihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out in
the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Makikihi River Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated

RATE

$55.18
$22.07
$5.52

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

1,475
124
42

au) That a Dry Creek Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out in
the table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Dry Creek Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated
Class C
where the land is situated

RATE

$39.69
$27.79
$5.95

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

6,406
4,889
1,126

av) That a Lower Pahau River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on land value as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Pahau River Rating District
Class A
where the land is situated

RATE

$204.09

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

9,186

aw) That a Waihao-Wainono Flood & Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially based on location for different categories of land at a rate in the dollar on
land value as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waihao-Wainono Flood & Drainage District
Class A
where the land is situated
Class B
where the land is situated

RATE

$115.74
$15.05

CALCULATION BASIS

per $100,000 Land Value
per $100,000 Land Value

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

104,079
8,617

ax) That a Lower Hurunui Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Hurunui Rating District
Class A

where the land is situated

$9.12

per Hectare of Land

3,563

ay) That a Lower Flats Groyne Waiau Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Flats Groyne Waiau Rating District
Class A
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$10.80
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3,310
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az) That a Lyndon Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on location
for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lyndon Rating District
Class A

where the land is situated

$29.26

per Hectare of Land

527

Class B

where the land is situated

$17.56

per Hectare of Land

790

Class C

where the land is situated

$12.87

per Hectare of Land

72

ba) That a Waiau River Spotswood Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially
based on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out
in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Waiau River Spotswood Rating District
Class A

where the land is situated

$43.87

per Hectare of Land

10,528

Class B

where the land is situated

$39.48

per Hectare of Land

1,046

bb) That a Pahau River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially Based on
location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Pahau River Rating District
Class A

where the land is situated

$2.00

per Hectare of Land

498

Class B

where the land is situated

$1.83

per Hectare of Land

508

Class C

where the land is situated

$1.19

per Hectare of Land

244

Class D

where the land is situated

$0.76

per Hectare of Land

169

Class E

where the land is situated

$0.71

per Hectare of Land

133

bc) That a Lower Rakaia River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Rakaia River Rating District
Class A (Ashburton)

where the land is situated

$406.31

per Hectare of Land

6,042

Class B

where the land is situated

$20.32

per Hectare of Land

7,430

Class C

where the land is situated

$16.25

per Hectare of Land

6,556

Class D

where the land is situated

$12.19

per Hectare of Land

6,877

Class E

where the land is situated

$8.13

per Hectare of Land

1,669

Class B (Selwyn)

where the land is situated

$20.32

per Hectare of Land

31,432

Class C

where the land is situated

$16.25

per Hectare of Land

5,380

Class D

where the land is situated

$12.19

per Hectare of Land

1,420

Class E

where the land is situated

$8.13

per Hectare of Land

5,243

Class F

where the land is situated

$4.06

per Hectare of Land

366

bd) That an Ashburton-Hinds Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set
differentially based on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of
land as set out in the table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Ashburton-Hinds Drainage District
Class A

where the land is situated

$9.68

per Hectare of Land

122,301

Class B

where the land is situated

$6.78

per Hectare of Land

32,732

Class C

where the land is situated

$4.84

per Hectare of Land

24,545

Class D

where the land is situated

$2.90

per Hectare of Land

4,497

Class E

where the land is situated

$1.94

per Hectare of Land

6,346

Class F

where the land is situated

$0.97

per Hectare of Land

4,287

Class U1

where the land is situated

$37.70

per Hectare of Land

6,561

be) That a Seadown Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
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TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Seadown Drainage District
Class A

where the land is situated

$88.08

per Hectare of Land

34,139

Class B

where the land is situated

$52.85

per Hectare of Land

23,534

Class C

where the land is situated

$17.62

per Hectare of Land

9,477

Class D

where the land is situated

$8.81

per Hectare of Land

791

bf) That an Otaio River Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based on
location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Otaio River Rating District
Class A

where the land is situated

$75.95

per Hectare of Land

29,072

Class B

where the land is situated

$30.38

per Hectare of Land

4,141

bg) That a Kaikōura Drainage Catchment Works targeted rate be set differentially based
on location for different categories of land at a rate per hectare of land as set out in the
table below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Kaikōura Drainage District
Class A

where the land is situated

$32.95

per Hectare of Land

43,005

Class B

where the land is situated

$16.47

per Hectare of Land

1,029

Class C

where the land is situated

$9.88

per Hectare of Land

824

bh) That a Lower Makikihi River Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Lower Makikihi River Rating District
Class A (prorated)
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$18.06

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,806
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bi)

That a Esk Valley Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Esk Valley Rating District
Class A (prorated)

where the land is situated

$6.67

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

667

bj) That a Mount Harding Creek Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table
below:
TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Mount Harding Creek Rating District
Class A (prorated)

bk)

where the land is situated

$17.22

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

1,722

That a Penticotico River Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Penticotico River Rating District
Class A (prorated)

bl)

where the land is situated

$57.42

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

5,742

That a Rakaia Double Hill Catchment Works targeted rate be set per the table below:

TYPE OF RATE
CATEGORIES OF RATEABLE
LAND
Subcategorised as the
follow ing targeted rates:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CATEGORIES

RATE

CALCULATION BASIS

2021/22
REVENUE
SOUGHT $

Targeted Differential Catchment Works Rate
Rakaia Double Hill Rating District
Class A (prorated)

where the land is situated

$460.05

the extent of provision of
service to the rating unit

46,005

XX) That in the 2021/22 financial year the due rates in the tentative instalments as set
out in the table below:
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Territorial Authority

Instalment

Instalment

Instalment

Instalment

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

Kaikōura

20-Sep-21

20-Dec-21

20-Mar-22

20-Jun-22

Hurunui

20-Aug-21

20-Nov-21

20-Feb-22

20-May-22

Waimakariri

20-Aug-21

20-Nov-21

20-Feb-22

20-May-22

Christchurch - Area 1

15-Aug-21

15-Nov-21

15-Feb-22

15-May-22

Christchurch - Area 2

15-Sep-21

15-Dec-21

15-Mar-22

15-Jun-22

Christchurch - Area 3

31-Aug-21

30-Nov-21

28-Feb-22

31-May-22

Selwyn

15-Sep-21

15-Dec-21

15-Mar-22

15-Jun-22

Ashburton

20-Aug-21

20-Nov-21

20-Feb-22

20-May-22

Timaru

20-Sep-21

20-Dec-21

21-Mar-22

20-Jun-22

Waimate*

28-Aug-21

27-Nov-21

26-Feb-22

28-May-22

MacKenzie*

20-Sep-21

20-Dec-21

20-Mar-22

20-Jun-22

Waitaki

31-Jan-22

Notes: Waimate and Mackenzie rate setting dates are yet to be confirmed and their
instalment dates may differ from those above.
XX1) That further penalties of 10% may be added to any portion of rates assessed in
the 2021/22 financial year that are not paid by or near the due date as set out in the table
below:
Territorial Authority

Instalment

Instalment

Instalment

Instalment

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

Kaikōura

25-Sep-21

25-Dec-21

25-Mar-22

25-Jun-22

Hurunui

21-Aug-21

21-Nov-21

21-Feb-22

21-May-22

Waimakariri

27-Aug-21

27-Nov-21

27-Feb-22

27-May-22

Christchurch - Area 1*

19-Aug-21

18-Nov-21

18-Feb-22

19-May-22

Christchurch - Area 2*

20-Sep-21

20-Dec-21

18-Mar-22

20-Jun-22

Christchurch - Area 3*

3-Sep-21

3-Dec-21

3-Mar-22

3-Jun-22

Selwyn**

16-Sep-21

16-Dec-21

16-Mar-22

16-Jun-22

Ashburton

21-Aug-21

21-Nov-21

21-Feb-22

21-May-22

Timaru

24-Sep-21

24-Dec-21

25-Mar-22

24-Jun-22

Waimate

1-Sep-21

1-Dec-21

2-Mar-22

1-Jun-22

MacKenzie**

22-Sep-21

22-Dec-21

22-Mar-22

22-Jun-22

Waitaki

1-Feb-22

XX2) That penalties of 10% may be added to the balance of rates levied in any previous
financial year, including any additional charges previously imposed which remain
unpaid, and an additional 10% may continue thereafter to be added to all arrears and
additional charges that remain unpaid (with the exception of current instalments) at six
monthly intervals, by the date fixed for that purpose by the territorial authority
collecting rates on behalf of the Canterbury Regional Council for that district.
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Territorial Authority

Additional Penalty Dates

Further Additional Penalties

Kaikōura

20-Jul-21

20-Jan-22

Hurunui

1-Jul-21

1-Jan-22

Waimakariri

1-Jul-21

1-Jan-22

Christchurch - Area 1*

1-Oct-21

1-Apr-22

Christchurch - Area 2*

1-Oct-21

1-Apr-22

Christchurch - Area 3*

1-Oct-21

1-Apr-22

Selwyn**

1-Jul-21

continuing annually

Ashburton

31-Aug-21

continuing annually

Timaru

21-Sep-21

21-Mar-22

Waimate

1-Jul-21

1-Jan-22

MacKenzie

1-Jul-21

1-Jan-22

Waitaki

1-Jul-21

1-Jan-22

Notes: * Christchurch Penalties will be 7% for all late instalments and both additional
penalties as noted above
Notes: ** Selwyn and Mackenzie Penalties will be 5% for all late instalments and both
additional penalties as noted above
XX3) That the discount for the early payment of rates be set in accordance with the
policy of the territorial authority collecting the rates on behalf of the Canterbury
Regional Council.
XX4) That the Rates are to be paid at the venues determined by the territorial authorities
collecting the rates on behalf of Canterbury Regional Council and to be paid by the
methods determined by the territorial authorities collecting the rates on behalf of
Canterbury Regional Council.
YY1) The following schemes have Targeted Catchment Rates applied by Canterbury
Regional Council.
Group No.1

Buttericks Rd

Omarama Stream

Lower Makikihi River

Chertsey Rd

Penticotico River

Mount Harding Creek

Esk Valley

Seadown Rd Drain Twizel River

Green Street Creek
Group No.2

Rakaia Double Hill

Regional Authority Due Date
All Targeted Rates issued directly by Canterbury Regional Council shall be due and
payable.

On the following dates

Group No.1

Group No.2

20-Nov-21

20-Feb-22

YY2) That further penalties of 10% may be added to any portion of rates assessed in
the 2021/22 financial year that are not paid by or near the due date as set out in the table
below.
Regional Authority Penalty Date
All Targeted Rates issued directly by Canterbury Regional Council and outstanding.
On the following dates

Group No.1

Group No.2

21-Nov-21

21-Feb-22

YY3) That penalties of 10% may be added to the balance of rates levied in any previous
financial year, including any additional charges previously imposed which remain
unpaid, and an additional 10% may continue thereafter to all arrears and additional
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charges that remain unpaid (with the exception of current instalments) at the intervals
listed below, by or near the date fixed for that purpose by Canterbury Regional Council
for that group.
Regional Authority

Additional Penalty Dates

Canterbury Regional
Council

1-Jul-21

Further Additional Penalties
1-Jan-22

Chair Hughey/Cr Scott
CARRIED
Crs Hands and McKay voted against these recommendations
The meeting adjourned between 12.26 and 1.30pm
8.6

Navigation Safety Bylaw Review
Refer pages 179 to 184 of the agenda.
Katherine Harbrow and Ian Fox presented this report.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

determines under section 155(1) of the Local Government Act that a bylaw
is the most appropriate way of addressing problems relating to the
maritime safety in the region.

2.

notes the staff recommendations that the overall form of the Canterbury
Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 is generally appropriate but
that amendments should be made to improve the substance of the Bylaw.

3.

determines under section 155(2)(a) of the Local Government Act that the
Canterbury Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 is not the most
appropriate form of bylaw.

4.

directs staff to provide to Council proposed amendments to the Canterbury
Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 and recommendations on
the consultation process to be undertaken.

5.

determines under section 155(2)(b) of the Local Government Act that the
Canterbury Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 does not give
rise to any implications under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990.
Chair Hughey/Cr Pauling
CARRIED

7.

Committee minutes

7.1

Standing Committees

7.1.1

Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
Refer pages 61 to 81 of the agenda.
Cr Sunckell presented this item.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.
receives and confirms as correct record of minutes of the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee meeting held 29 April 2021.
Cr Edge/Cr Southworth
CARRIED
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Resolved
That the Council:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

receives the summary of the financial reports for the period ending 31
March 2021
notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated authority.
receives and confirms as correct record of minutes of the Performance,
Audit and Risk Committee meeting held 25 May 2021
receives the summary of the financial reports for the period ending 30
April 2021
notes the resolutions made by the Committee under delegated authority.
Cr Sunckell/Cr Marshall
CARRIED

7.1.2 Regulation Hearing Committee
Refer pages 82 to 88 of the agenda.
Tumu Taiao Couch-Lewis presented this item.
Resolved
That the Council

7.1.3

1.

receives the confirmed minutes of the Regulation Hearing Committee
meeting held on 13 May 2021.

2.

receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Regulation Hearing Committee
meeting held on 27 May 2021.
Cr McKay/Cr Pauling
CARRIED

Chief Executive Employment, Performance and Remuneration
Committee
Refer pages 89 to 91 of the agenda
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Chief Executive Employment and
Remuneration Committee meeting held on 3 June 2021.
Chair Hughey/Cr Scott
CARRIED

7.2

Statutory Committees

7.2.1

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Refer pages 92 to 108 of the agenda.
Cr Scott introduced this report. The Committees recommendation to adopt the
Canterbury Regional Transport Plan was noted. The adoption of the Plan was
considered at item 8.3 at this meeting.
Resolved
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That the Council:

7.3

1.

receives the confirmed minutes of the Canterbury Regional Transport
Committee Regional Land Transport Plan 2021-31 Hearing of Submissions
dated 17 May 2021

2.

receives the confirmed minutes of the Canterbury Regional Transport
Committee Regional Land Transport Plan 2021-31 Deliberations of
Submissions dated 17 May 2021

3.

receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Canterbury Regional Transport
Committee meeting held 27 May 2021.
Cr Scott/Cr Apanui
CARRIED

Joint Committees

7.3.1 Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Joint

Committee
Cr Sunckell presented this item and paid tribute to Neville Reilly’s leadership as
Regional CDEM Group Controller.
He thanked all the controllers, river engineers, staff and volunteers for their work
during and following the May flood event.
The volunteers that were recognised at the recent National Emergency Management
Conference were acknowledged.
Resolved
That the Council:
1. receives the unconfirmed minutes from the Canterbury Civil Defence
Emergency Management Group Joint Committee meeting held on 28 May
2021.
Cr Sunckell/Cr Clearwater
CARRIED
8.3

Adoption of the Regional Land Transport Plan
Refer to pages 158 to 163 of the agenda and the RLTP document circulated
separately
Jesse Burgess presented this report. Noting that the Regional Land Transport Plan
had been prepared before the recent flood event he advised that the Council was
working with Ashburton District Council and Waka Kotahi to prepare the business
cases for repairs to the road transport network.
It was noted that Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan for Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu had
been used in the development of the Plan to ensure alignment with the aspirations of
Ngāi Tahu. Advice had also been provided by Te Paiherenga, a committee of
Canterbury rūnanga members, during the development of the Plan (page 74 of the
Plan).
The meeting was advised that in addition to the statutory requirements for providing
copies of the Plan (recommendation 3) a copy of the Plan will be provided to all the
organisations that were contacted and given the opportunity to comment on the draft
plan, including Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu.
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Cr Scott thanked the staff for the excellent work done.
Resolved
That the Council:
1. notes that the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan was approved by
the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee on 27 May 2021 and the
recommendation from the Regional Transport Committee that Council adopt
the Regional Land Transport Plan.
2. adopts the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan 2021-31
3. directs council staff to forward copies of the Plan on to:
 Waka Kotahi,
 the Commissioner of Police,
 the Chief Executive of the Ministry of Transport,
 the Department of Conservation
 and all territorial authorities in the Canterbury Region.
4.

8.4

notes that the version of the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan
circulated with the agenda pack did not include minor corrections from
proofing. The final plan was tabled.
Cr Scott/Cr Apanui
CARRIED

Environment Canterbury submissions on the Aotearoa New Zealand
Infrastructure Strategy Consultation Document
Refer pages 164 to 178 of the agenda.
The point was raised that some Councillors had provided feedback on the draft
submission after the agenda was prepared. It was suggested that the feedback
provided be considered by the Chief Executive and Chair as per the delegation in
recommendation 2.
Resolved
That the Council:
1. agrees that the Environment Canterbury submission provided as
Attachment 1 to the agenda is submitted to the New Zealand Infrastructure
Commission, Te Waihanga.
2.

delegates to the Chief Executive and Chair the authority to finalise and
approve the final submission on behalf of the Council.
Chair Hughey/Cr Clearwater
CARRIED

There was no 8.5 and item 8.6 had been considered earlier in the meeting.
8.7

Standing Orders Review
Refer pages 185 to 188 and the Standing Orders document circulated separately.
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Councillors requested the opportunity to workshop the new Standing Orders before
submitting to a later Council meeting for adoption.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.

8.8

defer consideration of the new Standing Orders to a later Council meeting.
Chair Hughey/Cr Scott
CARRIED

Councillor Reimbursement Policy
Refer pages 189 to 203 of the agenda.
Following questions on some of the detail in the Policy regarding accommodation
costs the meeting resolved to consider this item in the public excluded part of the
meeting due to privacy issues for individual Councillors.
Resolved
That the Council:
1.
refer the report on the Environment Canterbury Councillors’ Expenses,
Allowances and Reimbursements Policy to the public excluded part of the
meeting for consideration.
Chair Hughey/Cr Scott
CARRIED

8.9

Climate Emergency Update
Refer pages 204 to 206 of the agenda.
Councillors McKenzie and Southworth presented this report and drew attention to the
public launch of the ‘It’s time, Canterbury’ communications campaign.
Resolved
That the Council:
1. receives the update on the climate change work programme.
Cr Southworth/Cr McKenzie
CARRIED

8.10

Council and Committee meeting schedule 2021
Refer pages 207 to 209 of the agenda.
Resolved
That the Council:
1. affirm and endorse the amended Council and Committee Schedule for 2021.
Chair Hughey/Cr Sunckell
CARRIED

8.11

Approval of contract for services for Chatham Islands Council
Refer pages 211 to 212 of the agenda.
Catherine Schache presented this report.
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Resolved:
That the Council:

8.

1.

agrees to Environment Canterbury renewing its contract with the Chatham
Islands Council for a further one-year term, until 30 June 2022, and

2.

delegates authority to the Director Finance and Corporate Services to
finalise and sign that contract.
Cr Scott/Cr Sunckell
CARRIED

Exclusion of the Public
Refer page 213 of the agenda.

Resolved
1.

That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of
this meeting, namely:
1. Councillor Reimbursement Policy
2. Performance, Audit and Risk Committee minutes- 29 April
3. Performance, Audit and Risk Committee minutes - 27 May 2021
4. Chief Executive Employment, Performance and Remuneration
Committee
5. Event Update

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for
passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
Item

1.
2.

Report

Councillor Reimbursement Policy
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
minutes- 29 April
Performance, Audit and Risk Committee
minutes - 27 May 2021
Chief Executive Employment,
Performance and Remuneration
Committee
Event Update

3.
4.
5.

Reason for
passing this
resolution in
relation to each
matter
Good reason to
withhold exists
under section 7

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for
the passing of this
resolution
Section 48(1)(a)

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information
and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by section 6 or section
7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or relevant part of the
proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:
Item
1&4
2&3
2, 3 & 5

3.

2&3

Protect the privacy of natural persons – Section 7(2)(a)
Enable the Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage commercial activities – Section 7(2)(h)
Enable the Committee holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations - Section
7(2)(i)
Protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person
has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment, where
the making available of the information would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar
information, or information should continue to be supplied -Section 7(2)(c)(i))
Maintain legal professional privilege - Section 7(2)(g)
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2.

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Council
Chair Hughey/Cr Sunckell
CARRIED

The meeting went into public excluded session from 2.20pm to 3.06pm

Decisions Confirmed in Open Meeting
8.1 Councillor Reimbursement Policy
Resolved
That the Council:
1.
noting that no decision was made in the public excluded session, refers
the report on the Environment Canterbury Councillors’ Expenses, Allowances
and Reimbursements Policy to the 8 July 2021 meeting for consideration.
Chair Hughey/Cr Sunckell
CARRIED
8.4 Chief Executive Employment, Performance and Remuneration Committee
Resolved
That the Council:
1. notes the decision of the Chief Executive Employment, Performance and
Remuneration Committee approve the appointment of:
1.1 Tafflyn Bradford-James (Director Communications and Engagement) from
Saturday 10 July to Sunday 18 July 2021 inclusive; and
1.2 Tim Davie (Director Science) from Monday 19 July to Sunday 25 July 2021
inclusive,
to be Acting Chief Executive and authorises the Chair to take the necessary
administration steps to implement this decision.
Chair Hughey/Cr Sunckell
CARRIED
10.

Notices of Motion
There were no notices of motion.

11.

Questions
There were no questions.

12.

Next meeting
The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday 8 July 2021

13

Mihi / Karakia whakamutunga – closing
The Chair thanked everyone for their participation and invited Cr Pauling to close the
meeting with a karakia.

The meeting closed at 3.10pm
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CONFIRMED

Date __________
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7. Committee Reports
7.1. Standing Committees
7.1.1. Regulation Hearing Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Louise McDonald, Senior Committee Advisor

Purpose
1.

For the Council to receive for information, minutes from the Regulation Hearing
Committee meeting held on 17 June 2021.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

Receives the unconfirmed minutes of the Regulation Hearing Committee
meeting held on 17 June 2021.

Attachments
1.

Unconfirmed minutes of the Regulation Hearing Committee meeting - 17 June 2021.
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REGULATION HEARING COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held in the
Council Chambers, 200 Tuam Street, Christchurch on
Thursday,17 June 2021 at 8.30am
CONTENTS
1.0

Mihi/Karakia Timatanga - Opening

2.0

Apologies

3.0

Deputations and Petitions

4.0

Conflict of Interest

5.0

Minutes of Meeting – 27 May 2021

6.0

Matters Arising

7.0

Item for Discussion
7.1

Appointment of Hearing Commissioners – Bathurst Coal Limited

8.0

Extraordinary and Urgent Business

9.0

Other Business

10.0

Next Meeting

11.0

Mihi/Karakia Whakamutunga - Closure

PRESENT
Tumu Taiao Yvette Couch-Lewis (Chair), Councillors Claire McKay Grant Edge, Nicole Marshall,
Craig Pauling, Elizabeth McKenzie, and Lan Pham
IN ATTENDANCE
Catherine Schache (Legal Counsel), Judith Earl-Goulet (General Manager RMA Operations),
Aurora Grant (Consents Manager) and Alison Cooper (Consents Coordinator)
1.

MIHI/KARAKIA TIMATANGA - OPENING
Cr McKay opened the meeting with a karakia.

2.

APOLOGY
There were no apologies.

3.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS
There were no deputations or petitions.

4.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
There were no conflicts of interest.

5.

MINUTES OF MEETING – 27 MAY 2021
Refer pages 6 - 7 of the agenda.
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Resolved
The Regulation Hearing Committee confirms the minutes of the meeting held on 27
May 2021 as a true and correct record.
Cr McKay / Cr Marshall
CARRIED
6.

MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising.

7.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Refer pages 9 -12 of the agenda.
7.1

Appointment of Hearing Commissioners- Bathurst Coal Limited

Tumu Taiao Yvette Council-Lewis introduced the item.
There was discussion about the use of independent hearing commissioners or the Regulation
Hearing Committee to make notification decisions. Ms Schache advised that the RMA
determined the steps for an application to be notified.
A wider discussion on the process and how councillors can link into staff decisions was
requested.
Tumu Taiao Yvette Couch-Lewis asked staff to look at the process for determining hearing
commissioners and making decisions.

Resolved
That the Regulation Hearing Committee acting under s34A of the Resource
Management Act, and in regard to resource consent applications CRC214320 and
CRC214321 applied for by Bathurst Coal Limited:
7.1

appoints Sharon McGarry as a Hearings Commissioner, Chairperson
and member of the Hearing Panel to consider and decide the nonnotification, limited notification or public notification of those consent
applications.
Cr McKay / Cr Pham
CARRIED

7.2

appoints Graham Taylor as a Hearings Commissioner and member of
the Hearing Panel to consider and decide the non-notification, limited
notification or public notification of those consent applications.
Cr McKay / Cr Pham
CARRIED

7.3

that if the decision is not to notify those resource consent applications,
the Hearing Panel to consider and decide the applications.
Cr McKay / Cr Marshall
CARRIED
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that if the decision is to limited notify or publicly notify those consent
applications, the Hearing Panel to consider and decide the
applications, in conjunction with another Hearing Commissioner, to be
appointed at a later date.
Cr Marshall / Cr Pham
CARRIED

7.5

delegates to Sharon McGarry and Graham Taylor pursuant to s34A(1)
of the Resource Management Act, the function, powers and duties
required to: deal with any preliminary matters; consider and subject to
the appointment of an additional Hearing Commissioner provided for at
7.4 to decide the consent applications.

7.6

that in the event of an equality of votes provides the Chairperson of
the Hearing Panel, Sharon McGarry with a casting vote.
Cr Pham / Cr Marshall
CARRIED

EXTRAORDINARY AND URGENT BUSINESS
There was no extraordinary or urgent business.

9.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Cr. Marshall asked letters of acknowledgement be sent to hearing commissioners who
received Queens Birthday honours. Ms Schache advised this was in place.

10.

NEXT MEETING - To be confirmed

11.

MIHI/KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA - CLOSURE – The meeting closed at 9.02am

CONFIRMED

Date:
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7.1.2. Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Louise McDonald, Senior Committee Advisor

Purpose
1.

To receive the notes from the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee workshop held on 15 June 2021.

2.

As there was not a quorum present a workshop was held instead of the scheduled
Committee meeting.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the notes from a workshop of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy Regional Committee held on 15 June 2021.

Attachment
1. Notes from the CWMS Regional Committee workshop held on 9 April 2019.
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Notes from a Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee workshop
held in the Council Chamber, Environment Canterbury
200 Tuam Street, Christchurch,
on Tuesday, 15 June 2021 at 1.10 pm
Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Karakia
Apologies
Conflicts of Interest
Minutes of previous meeting
Matters Arising
General Business
Reports
7.1 Update on the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee
Review
7.2 Canterbury Water Management Strategy - Targets Progress Reporting 2021
7.3 Canterbury Water Management Strategy - reflections and recognition
Closing Karakia

Present
Chair
Community Representatives:
Zone Representatives:
Kaikoura
Hurunui-Waiau
Waimakariri
Christchurch West-Melton
Banks Peninsula
District Council Representatives:
Mid Canterbury
Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu
Environment Canterbury:

Hugh Logan
Hugh Canard
Jane Demeter (meeting chair)
Ross Millichamp
Ted Howard
John Preece
Carolyne Latham
Les Wanhalla
Rima Herber
Cr Angus McKay
Liz Brown for Trudy Heath
Cr Craig Pauling

In attendance
Environment Canterbury: Cr Phil Clearwater, Tim Davie (Director Science), Caroline Hart
(Senior Strategy Manager), Dann Olykan (Team Leader Strategy & Planning), Jaimee Grant
(Zone Facilitator), Mel Renganathan (Principal Strategy Advisor), Anita Fulton (Senior
Strategy Advisor), Stephen Bragg (Tangata Whenua Facilitator), Andrew Livingstone (Senior
Communications and Engagement Advisor), Helen Shaw (Project Owner – Water Data),
Kirsty Johnston (Principal Science Advisor), Phil Clunies-Ross (Surface Water Data
Scientist) and Louise McDonald (Senior Committee Advisor).
Department of Conservation: John Benn
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Opening Karakia
Jane Demeter welcomed everyone and advised that due to a lack of a quorum (at least
15 members needed to be present to hold a meeting) the session would be held as a
workshop.
Cr Craig Pauling provided a karakia.
2.

Apologies
Apologies for absence were received from Cr Claire McKay, Lucy Miller, Annie McLaren,
Benita Wakefield, Angela Cushnie, Cr Kerry Stevens, Cr Pauline Cotter, Trudy Heath,
Dr Ramon Pink and Nukuroa Tirikatene-Nash.

3.

Conflicts of interest
No new interests were declared.

4.

Minutes of the previous meeting 8 December 2020
Refer pages 5 to 10 of the agenda
Those present noted the minutes of meeting held on 8 December 2020.

5.

Matters Arising
Jane Demeter acknowledged John Wilkie an inaugural member of the Committee and
representative for Arowhenua who died earlier this year. John’s insights, humour and
knowledge will be truly missed.
Hugh Canard was congratulated on being named as an Officer of the New Zealand
Order of Merit for his services to conservation and paddle sports. On behalf of the
Committee Jane thanked Hugh for his long association with the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy and for being a fearless voice for water.

6.

General Business
There was no general business.

7.

Reports

7.1.

Update on the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee Review
Refer to pages 12 to 25 of the agenda
Caroline Hart introduced this report that included the new Terms of Reference for the
CWMS Regional Committee approved by Environment Canterbury at its meeting held
on 15 April 2021. She highlighted that the Terms of Reference provided for an
independent chair and a Ngāi Tahu representative as co-chair.
There was discussion regarding the process for appointing the Ngāi Tahu co-chair. Cr
Pauling advised that the appointment process was being considered by Ngāi Tahu. Liz
Brown commented that the process for appointments for Te Waihora Co-Governors was
to receive nominations from the ten Papatipu Rūnanga. She noted that having iwi co-
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chairs was current practice for many government bodies and that the concept of a Ngāi
Tahu co-chair and an independent co-chair was supported.
7.2

Canterbury Water Management Strategy – Target Progress
Reporting
Refer to page 26 to 30 of the agenda.
Mel Renganathan with Andrew Livingstone spoke to a PowerPoint presentation with an
update on the CWMS Targets Progress Report for 2021. This included a preview of how
the information will be presented on the Council’s website.
Mel explained that the 2021 report was based on Environment Canterbury levels of
service. Discussions have been held with Environment Canterbury Councillors and Zone
Committee chairs on moving to more outcomes reporting. Work was being done on more
monitoring, reporting and working with the other councils.
Feedback from the Committee included:








The importance of data to get a sense of how we are getting to the targets.
The information does not need to be simplified; more complex information should
be made available.
As well as working with the other Councils, the Zone Committees should be
involved.
Data should be connected to maps, space and time.
If data is not available this needs to be explained.
The challenge of reporting to different audiences who will require different levels
of reporting was acknowledged. Two-tiers of reporting was recommended.
A workshop was suggested to look at the priorities for future targets reporting.

Water data project
Helen Shaw with Phil Clunies-Ross and Kirsty Johnston spoke to a PowerPoint
presentation that described the water data project. Helen explained that this project was
funded as a capital project as data was considered to be an asset. The goal of the project
was to provide real time water data. The project commenced in 2018 and was planned
to go live by the end of 2021.
The Committee was advised that the data was already available internally and had
informed advice provided to the Zone Committees.
Feedback from the Committee included:





The need for more data on wetlands and to confront that data.
Include National Bottom Line reporting.
Also highlight the good things that are happening.
Explain how the data will be used.

Priorities for the next Committee
The Committee was asked to consider priorities for the next Committee. The Fit for future
process was suggested as providing a robust list.
The Committee then reflected on the value of the Committee and identified some issues
including:
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7.3

The benefit of the interaction with members from the Zone Committees and the
Territorial Authorities.
That Banks Peninsula has different issues than other zones.
The need for progress on achieving improvements e.g. monitoring threatened
indigenous fish species and mahinga kai.
Water quality is the main issue that drives everything else.
The science on nitrates needs to be understood and discussed with the relevant
Territorial Authorities e.g the Christchurch aquifers.
Working towards an equal partnership requires more than two rūnanga
representatives on zone committees.
Application of Mātauranga Māori to the management of freshwater must be
enabled.
Trends, targets and plans need to mesh, be monitored and reports interrogated.
Support the region to adjust to and meet new requirements that are coming
e.g. farm management plans. Providing support to ensure it progressive across
the region.
Improving our data and information e.g wetlands.
The new Committee needs to be proactive and make recommendations to the
Regional Council.

Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee
Achievements
Refer page 31 of the agenda.
Cr Pauling reflected on the Committee and thanked members for the time and
dedication they put in. The Committee had an important role in bringing people
together and building collaboration.
He acknowledged the important work done by the working groups that will contribute
to the development of the regional implementation plan.
Zone Committee forums should continue to provide opportunities for members to
interact and share ideas.

8.

General business
There was no other business.

9.

Closing karakia
Jane Demeter thanked members and staff and Cr Pauling closed the meeting with a
karakia at 3.50pm.

_______________________________
Chairperson
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7.2. Joint Committees
7.2.1. Canterbury Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group Joint
Committee

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Louise McDonald, Senior Committee Advisor

Purpose
1.

For the Council for information the minutes of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Joint Committee meeting held on 18 June 2021.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the minutes of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Joint Committee meeting held on 18 June 2021.

Attachments
Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Joint Committee meeting minutes
- 18 June 2021
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Minutes of an emergency meeting of the
Canterbury Civil Defence and Emergency Management
Group Joint Committee held at Environment Canterbury,
200 Tuam Street, Christchurch,
on Friday 18 June 2021 at 8.45am
Present
Joint Committee:
Environment Canterbury
Kaikoura District Council
Hurunui District Council
Selwyn District Council
Timaru District Council

Cr John Sunckell (Deputy Chair)*
Mayor Craig Mackle*
Mayor Marie Black*
Mayor Sam Broughton
Mayor Nigel Bowen*

In attendance
Co-ordinating Executive Group (CEG)
Timaru District Council
Acting CDEM Controller

Bede Carran (CEG Chair)*
James Thompson

Environment Canterbury
Louise McDonald

Senior Committee Advisor

* Via Audio Visual MS Team link

1.

Welcome
Cr John Sunckell welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked them for attending at
short notice. He confirmed that the required quorum of 5 members were present.
The meeting was advised that notice of this meeting and the business to be transacted
at the meeting will be publicly advertised as soon as practicable pursuant to s46(3)&(4)
of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA).

2.

Apologies
Apologies were received and accepted from Mayors Lianne Dalziel, Dan Gordon, Neil
Brown, Craig Rowley, and Graham Smith.

3.

Conflicts of interest
No conflicts of interest were declared.
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4.

Report

4.1 Appointment of Local Recovery Managers
Refer page 10 of the agenda.

Resolved
That the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Joint
Committee:
1.

7.

appoints Jason Beck (Hurunui District), Andrew Dixon(Timaru District) and
Phill Mackay (Mackenzie District)as Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency
Management Group Local Recovery Managers.
Mayor Black/Mayor Bowen
CARRIED

Extraordinary or Urgent Business
There was no extraordinary or urgent business.

8.

Next Scheduled Meeting
Friday 20 August 2021
Cr Sunckell thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at 8.50am.

Confirmed

Date ______________ Chair _____________________________
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8. Matters for Council Decision
8.1. Chapter 6 Canterbury Regional Policy Statement Change Minister's Decision

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Tammy Phillips, Principal Planner

Responsible Director

David Perenara-O’Connell, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to seek a Council decision to publicly notify the decision of
the Minister for the Environment, Hon David Parker, to approve Proposed Change 1 to
Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS), in accordance with
clause 90(2) of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act (RMA).

2.

Notifying the Minister’s decision and making this Proposed Change to the CRPS
operative is the last stage in delivering a key action in Our Space 2018-2048: Greater
Christchurch Settlement Pattern Update on behalf of the Greater Christchurch
Partnership. The Proposed Change also gives effect to national direction in the National
Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 (NPS-UD).

Recommendations
That the Council:
(1) Resolves to publicly notify:
a. the Minister for the Environment’s decision to approve Proposed
Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement in
accordance with clause 90(2) of Schedule 1 of the Resource
Management Act 1991; and
b. that Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy
Statement is to become operative on 28 July 2021 in accordance with
clause 20 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

Key points
3.

On 28 May 2021, the Minister for the Environment, Hon David Parker, referred
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS back to Environment Canterbury, with
his approval.

4.

Under the Streamlined Planning Process, the Council is required to publicly notify the
Minister’s decision (clause 90(2) of Schedule 1 of the RMA). Following notification of the
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Minister’s decision, the changes will become operative in accordance with clause 20 of
Schedule 1 of the RMA.
5.

If Council accepts the staff recommendation, the Minister’s decision to approve
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS will be publicly notified on 17 July. The
changes to Chapter 6 would become operative on 28 July 2021.

Background
6.

In April 2020, the Minister for the Environment approved the use of the Streamlined
Planning Process under the RMA for a proposed change to Chapter 6 of the CRPS.

7.

Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 (the Proposed Change) identifies Future Development
Areas for urban housing in Rolleston, Rangiora and Kaiapoi. It adds associated policy
provisions that will enable the Selwyn and Waimakariri District Councils to consider the
rezoning of land within these areas through their district planning processes, if required
to meet shortfalls in housing capacity.

8.

This is a targeted change to the CRPS, to implement an action in Our Space 2018-2048
and give effect to the requirement in the NPS-UD for local authorities to provide at least
sufficient development capacity to meet expected demand for housing and business
land over the short, medium, and long term.

9.

Our Space 2018-2048 is the future development strategy for Greater Christchurch,
collaboratively prepared by the Greater Christchurch Partnership and adopted in 2019.
Through Our Space, the Future Development Areas were identified to assist in meeting
projected growth demands, and an action to amend Map A and Chapter 6 of the CRPS
was agreed by the Partnership to enable these areas to be rezoned for housing.

10. The steps in the Streamlined Planning Process were completed within the specified
timeframes as directed by the Minister and the Council’s written recommendations
report was submitted for the Minister’s consideration on 29 March 2021.
11. On 28 May 2021, the Minister issued his decision to approve the Proposed Change as
submitted. The letter from Minister Parker is provided as Attachment 1.

Discussion
12. Under the Streamlined Planning Process, the Council is required to publicly notify the
Minister’s decision (clause 90(2) of Schedule 1 of the RMA) to approve the Proposed
Change and in that public notice specify the date on which the Proposed Change will
become operative in accordance with clause 20 of Schedule 1 of the RMA.
13. A Council decision is therefore sought to publicly notify the Minister’s decision, in
accordance with clause 90(2) of Schedule 1 of the RMA. The draft public notice is
provided as Attachment 2. A short summary of the notice has also been prepared, in
accordance with section 2AB and clause 20 of Schedule 1 of the RMA.
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14. If Council accepts the staff recommendation, the Minister’s decision to approve
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS will be publicly notified on 17 July. The
changes to Chapter 6 would become operative on 28 July 2021.
15. The RMA does not provide for any decision-making discretion at this stage of the
Streamlined Planning Process. There is no decision to accept or adopt the Minister’s
decision on the Proposed Change, and no ability to amend the decision.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
16. Costs associated with publicly notifying the Minister’s decision and the process of
making Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS operative will be met within the
Planning Section’s current financial budget.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
17. The Council is required to comply with the relevant provisions of the RMA, including
with regard to public notification of the Minister’s decision (Schedule 1, clause 90),
public notices (Section 2AB), and making the approved changes operative (Schedule 1,
clause 20).
18. Under the Streamlined Planning Process there are no rights of appeal to the
Environment Court.

Significance and engagement
19. Pre-notification consultation with Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and Ngāi Tūāhuriri was
completed in June 2020, in accordance with the terms of the Minister’s Direction.
20. The Proposed Change was publicly notified on 16 January 2021 in accordance with
clause 5 of Schedule 1 of the RMA. A total of 54 written submissions were received.
21. In accordance with clause 90(2)(a)(i) of Schedule 1 of the RMA, the Minister’s decision
to approve the Proposed Change must be publicly notified at least five working days
before the date on which it becomes operative.
22. A full public notice will be published on Environment Canterbury’s website, in
accordance with clause 20 of Schedule 1 of the RMA. A short summary of the notice will
be published in one or more newspapers, including the Christchurch Press. The public
notice will also be sent to all submitters.

Consistency with council policy
23. The proposal does not require or imply a departure from agreed and notified Council
policy.

Climate Change Impacts
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24. One of the central principles of a more sustainable urban form, and one that can
achieve a reduction in emissions, is achieving integrated land use and transport
planning, meaning more people can live in areas that have good access to a wide range
of transport modes, and are therefore less dependent on private motor vehicles.
Strategic growth planning in Greater Christchurch seeks to achieve this goal by
consolidating development in and around Christchurch City and the larger towns in
Selwyn and Waimakariri and ensuring land use decisions are properly aligned with the
proposals of separate transport plans, especially those in the Canterbury Regional
Public Transport Plan.

Next steps
25. If Council accepts the staff recommendation, the Minister’s decision to approve
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS will be publicly notified on 17 July. The
changes to Chapter 6 would become operative on 28 July 2021.

Attachments
1.
2.

Attachment 1 - Minister's letter [8.1.1 - 2 pages]
Attachment 2 Draft public notice [8.1.2 - 1 page]

Legal review

Michelle Mehlhopt, Special Counsel, Wynn Williams

Peer reviewers

Jane Doogue, Team Leader Strategy and Planning
Andrew Parrish, Regional Planning Manager
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement –
Decision of the Minister for the Environment and Operative Date
Clause 20 and Clause 90 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA)
The Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Canterbury) gives public notice that the
Minister for the Environment has approved Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS) under the Streamlined Planning Process.
The Minister’s decision, dated 28 May 2021, can be viewed on the Environment Canterbury
website at www.ecan.govt.nz/chapter6CRPS.
Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 of the CRPS will become operative on 28 July 2021.
This change to the CRPS was prepared in accordance with the Streamlined Planning
Process, under Section 80C and Schedule 1 of the RMA.
Please note that under the Streamlined Planning Process there are no rights of appeal to the
Environment Court.
Proposed Change 1 amends Chapter 6 and Map A of the CRPS as follows:





Identification of Future Development Areas on Map A, in Rolleston, Rangiora and
Kaiapoi.
Insertion of Policy 6.3.12 to enable land within these Future Development Areas to
be rezoned by the Selwyn and Waimakariri District Councils if required to meet their
medium term (ten year) housing needs.
Consequential changes to objectives, policies, text and definitions within Chapter 6.

Full details regarding this change to the CRPS, including copies of the reports prepared
under clause 83(1) of the RMA, the operative CRPS and specific amended provisions can
be viewed on the Environment Canterbury website at www.ecan.govt.nz/chapter6CRPS.
If you do not have access to a personal computer, copies of the Minister’s decision and the
operative CRPS incorporating Proposed Change 1 to Chapter 6 can be accessed online at
public libraries.
For all enquiries, please contact Customer Services on 0800 324 636 or email
ecinfo@ecan.govt.nz.
Dr Stefanie Rixecker
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
This Public Notice was first published on 17 July 2021.
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8.2. Code of Conduct Review

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Authors

Toshi Hodliffe, Natalie Gunn

Endorsed by

Stefanie Rixecker

Purpose
1.

Environment Canterbury’s Code of Conduct for Members was last reviewed in
September 2016. It is therefore an appropriate time for it to be updated to reflect
changes to legislation and to the way Council operates.

2.

This new code is based on the Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) template and
incorporates the feedback provided by Councillors at a workshop held in October 2020
which was facilitated by Andrea Gardner and John Eatwell at Strategic HR. The LGNZ
template is considered good practice and therefore provides an appropriate document
to support the conduct of Council.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

adopts the new Code of Conduct will all marked up alterations accepted.

Key points
3.

This new code is based on the Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) template and
incorporates the feedback provided by Councillors at a workshop held in October 2020
which was facilitated by Andrea Gardner and John Eatwell at Strategic HR. This new
Code of Conduct incorporates recent legislative change, new approaches to good
governance and provides better advice for how to deal with alleged breaches of the
code. The LGNZ template is considered good practice and therefore provides
appropriate institutional arrangements for the governance of Council.

Background
4.

5.

Council Members’ Code of Conduct was adopted in October 2005 and was last updated
in September 2016.
In October 2020 a workshop was held for all Councillors and ngā Tumu Taiao by an
independent consultant Andrea Gardner and John Eatwell at Strategic HR. At this
workshop, the Code of Conduct was reviewed by the Councillors, which resulted in
additions drafted for incorporation into the Code of Conduct.
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Amendments to the Code of Conduct for Members
6.

The additions drafted for incorporation into the Members Code of Conduct (Attachment
1) focused on:





relationships with staff
Councillors’ Obligations when speaking to the media
rules around publicly excluded matters
Confidentiality Agreements.

7.

In addition, as part of this redraft, staff from the Office of the Chief Executive Governance have reviewed the Greater Wellington Regional Council and Otago
Regional Council’s Codes of Conduct for suggested wording.

8.

The Local Government Commission is currently undertaking work looking at the
escalation of issues from Code of Conduct breaches. This piece of work is proposing
the implementation of an independent disciplinary board. This may come through at
some point as a statutory change.

Applicability of the Code of Conduct
9. The Elected Members’ Code of Conduct applies to all Members of the Canterbury
Regional Council (Environment Canterbury) and its committees. The Code therefore
applies to Members, whether they are elected or appointed, and therefore includes Tumu
Taiao (appointed mana whenua experts on Council) and Independent Members.
10. Under the Te Ara Whakamua agreement (Attachment 2) Te Rūnanga O Ngāi Tahu are
responsible for ensuring “that the Tumu Taiao fulfil their Role as if they were councillors
and that they behave as if they were bound by all legalisation that applies to councillors,
including: … its Elected Members’ Code of Conduct”. The Members’ Code of Conduct
therefore applies to the Tumu Taiao both as Committee Members and in the other
aspects of their Role as specified in the Te Ara Whakamua agreement (paragraph 7 and
Appendix 1).

Communication
11. Once adopted, the Code of Conduct will be available on the Environment Canterbury
Website.

Attachments
1.
2.

Proposed Members Code of Conduct March 2021 [8.2.1 - 25 pages]
Te Ara Wahakmua Agreement between Environment Canterbury and Te Rūnanga o
Ngāi Tahu signed 4 September 2020 [8.2.2 - 16 pages]

Legal review
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Environment Canterbury

Members’ Code of Conduct

Adopted on the
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Acronym List
LGA
LAMIA
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Canterbury Regional Council
Code of Conduct
Environment Canterbury (which is the promotional name for the Canterbury Regional Council) is the
regional council and environmental regulator for Canterbury.
Environment Canterbury’s vision and purpose is to take action together to shape a thriving and resilient
Canterbury, now and for future generations. Toitū te marae o Tāne, toitū te marae o Tangaroa, toitū te iwi.
We can only be successful in achieving progress if we work closely with mana whenua, central and other local
government agencies, businesses, industry sectors and community and volunteer groups to manage natural
resources.

Our working relationships with agencies empower communities across Canterbury. We believe that the
same principles that support those relationships are relevant to how we behave to each other, within
the Council.
We acknowledge that we are subject to a legal framework that not only governs how we, as Members,
conduct ourselves (for example through the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968) but which
also prescribes the nature and extent of the Council’s role (for example, the Local Government Act 2002
and Resource Management Act 1991). There is a brief summary of some of the relevant legislation at
the conclusion of this Code.
Within that framework, we work to the following principles:
a) The Council activities are funded from public money, which should be spent with the same care
that we would exercise if it was our own.
b) Staff are our most valuable resource:
 Expect them to be managed in an empathetic and concerned way.
 Expect staff to be treated with courtesy and that they know that their efforts are
appreciated.
c) Principles of how the organisation works
 Staff are expected to work collaboratively with staff of other organisations.
 Where we have expertise that other organisations do not, then our staff are made
available.
 Staff are to be respectful and helpful to the people we work with and should work with
them to assist them to find solutions while meeting the legislated standards and being
firm with those who do not conform.
d) Members of Council work for the good of the people of Canterbury
 Members as far as possible operate on collective responsibility.
 Members have a philosophy of “how can we work together to solve a problem”?
 Members have worked with staff and communities to achieve mutually beneficial
solutions.
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1. Introduction
The Code of Conduct (the Code) sets out the standards of behavior expected from elected members in
the exercise of their duties. Its purpose is to:


Enhance the effectiveness of the local authority and the provision of good local government
of the community city, district or region;



Promote effective decision-making and community engagement;



Enhance the credibility and accountability of the local authority to its communities; and



Develop a culture of mutual trust, respect and tolerance between the members of the local
authority and between the members and management.

This purpose is given effect through the values, roles, responsibilities and specific behaviors agreed in the
code.

2.

Scope

The Code has been adopted in accordance with clause 15(1) of Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act
2002 (LGA 2002) and applies to all council and committee members, including the members of any local
boards as well as the members of any community boards that have agreed to adopt it. The Code is
designed to deal with the behaviour of members towards:


Each other;



The Chief Executive and staff;



The media; and



The general public.

It is also concerned with the disclosure of information that members receive in their capacity as elected
members and information which impacts on the ability of the local authority to give effect to its statutory
responsibilities.
The Code can only be amended (or substituted by a replacement Code) by a vote of at least no less than
75 per cent of members present at a meeting when amendment to the Code is being considered. The
Code should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Standing Orders.
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3.

Values

The Code is designed to give effect to the following values:
1.

Public interest: members will serve the best interests of the people within their community,
district or region and discharge their duties conscientiously, to the best of their ability.

2.

Public trust: members, in order to foster community confidence and trust in their Council,
will work together constructively in an accountable and transparent manner;

3.

Ethical behaviour: members will act with honesty and integrity at all times and respect the
impartiality and integrity of officials;

4.

Objectivity: members will make decisions on merit; including appointments, awarding
contracts, and recommending individuals for rewards or benefits.

5.

Respect for others: will treat people, including other members, with respect and courtesy,
regardless of their race, age, religion, gender, sexual orientation, or disability.

6.

Duty to uphold the law: members will comply with all legislative requirements applying to
their role, abide by the Code of Conduct and act in accordance with the trust placed in them
by the public.

7.

Equitable contribution: members will take all reasonable steps to fulfil the duties and
responsibilities of office, including attending meetings and workshops, preparing for
meetings, attending civic events, and participating in relevant training seminars.

8.

Leadership: members will actively promote and support these principles and ensure they are
reflected in the way in which the Council operates, including a regular review and assessment
of the Council’s collective performance.

These values complement, and work in conjunction with, the principles of s14 of the LGA 2002 and the
governance principles of s39 of the LGA 2002.
Environment Canterbury also has a core set of values that underpins everything we do. They are a promise
of how we will go about delivering on our vision, to facilitate sustainable development in the Canterbury
region. These values are:






People First, Manaakitanga – people, customers and staff come first: members will actively seek
out and listen to citizen views giving consideration to the impact our decisions have on citizens.
Members will be present and visible in in our Council and communities and share information
transparently.
Collaboration, Whanaungatanga – together works best: Members will work together, listening
actively, while being open to differing ideas and solutions. Members will act in unity while
respecting differing views to support decision making and democratic processes.
Stewardship, Kaitiakitanga – good decisions today for tomorrow: Members will be prepared for
and informed for meetings, and will adopt a future focus through seeking the best sources of
information, thinking broadly about issues and solutions and taking a sound and objective
decision-making process.
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Integrity, Pononga – Trust in us and our information: Members will be truthful and open,
maintaining focus on the issues at hand while adopting positive and engaging body language for
interactions. Members will not speak negatively of each other and will maintain the practice of
one person speaking at a time.
Can do, Māiatanga – Be brave and make it happen: Members will develop constructive
relationships and embrace difficult decision making for the greater good. Members will be clear
about decisions and implementation steps and let small setbacks go.



4.

Role and responsibilities

The Code of Conduct is designed to strengthen the good governance of your city, district or region. Good
governance requires that the complementary roles of the governing body and the administration are
understood and respected. These roles involve:

4.1

Members

The role of the governing body includes:

4.2



Representing the interests of the people of the city, district or region;



Developing and adopting plans, policies and budgets;



Monitoring the performance of the Council against stated goals and objectives set out in its
long term plan;



Providing prudent stewardship of the Council’s resources;



Employing and monitoring the performance of the Chief Executive; and



Ensuring the Council fulfils its responsibilities to be a ‘good employer’ and meets the
requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.

Chair

The Chair must be elected by members of the Council at the first meeting following the triennial election.
The Chair is obliged to follow the same rules as other Members with respect to making public statements
and committing the Council to a particular course of action, unless acting in accordance with the rules for
media contact on behalf of the Council or under a delegation of authority from the Council. In addition
to the responsibilities that the Chair holds as a member of the Council, the Chair holds the following roles:


the presiding member at Council meetings. The Chair is responsible for ensuring the orderly
conduct of business during meetings (as determined in the Standing Orders);



an advocate on behalf of the community. This role may involve promoting the community
and representing its interests. Such advocacy will be most effective where it is carried out
with the knowledge and support of the Council;



the ceremonial head of Council
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4.3



providing leadership and feedback to other Members on teamwork and chairmanship of
Committees;



ensuring Members’ compliance with this Code of Conduct;



a Justice of the Peace (while the Chair holds office).

Deputy Chair

The Deputy Chair must be elected by the Members of Council, at the first meeting of the Council. The
Deputy Chair exercises the same roles as other Members, and in the event of the absence or
incapacitation of the Chair, and must perform all of the responsibilities and duties, and may exercise the
powers, and duties of the Chair (as summarised above).

4.4

Committee Chair

The Council may create one or more committees of Council. Committee Chairs must be elected by the
Members of Council. A committee Chair has the following responsibilities:


presiding over all meetings of the committee



ensuring that the committee acts within the powers delegated by Council, and as set out in
the council’s Delegations Manual.

A committee Chair may be called on to act as an official spokesperson on a particular issue. Committee
Chairs may be removed from office by resolution of Council.

4.5

Chief Executive

The role of the Chief Executive includes:


Implementing the decisions of the Council;



Providing advice to the Council;



Ensuring that all responsibilities delegated to the Chief Executive are properly performed or
exercised;



Ensuring the effective and efficient management of the activities and planning of the local
authority;



Maintaining systems to enable effective planning and accurate reporting of the financial and
service performance of the local authority;



Providing leadership for the staff of the Council; and



Employing, on behalf of the Council, the staff of the local authority, (including negotiation of
the terms of employment for those staff).
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The Chief Executive is the only person directly employed by the Council itself (s.42 LGA 2002). All concerns
about the performance of an individual member of staff must, in the first instance, be referred to the
Chief Executive.

5.

Relationships

This section of the Code sets out agreed standards of behaviour between members; members and staff;
and members and the public. Any failure by a member to comply with the provisions of this section can
represent a breach of the Code.

5.1

Relationships between members

Given the importance of relationships to the effective performance of the Council, members will conduct
their dealings with each other in a manner that:


Maintains public confidence;



Is open, honest and courteous;



Is focused on issues rather than personalities;



Is focused on the Canterbury region;



Avoids abuse of meeting procedures, such as a pattern of unnecessary notices of motion
and/or repetitious points of order; and



Avoids aggressive, bullying or offensive conduct, including the use of disrespectful or
malicious language.



Works as a collective, governing as a group;



Appreciative and respectful of differing views providing a safe place for debate;

Please note, nothing in this section of the Code is intended to limit robust debate.

5.2

Relationships with staff

An important element of good governance involves the relationship between a Council, its chief executive
and its staff. Members will respect arrangements put in place to facilitate this relationship, and:


Raise any concerns about employees, officers or contracted officials with the Chief Executive;



Raise any concerns about the performance or behaviour of the Chief Executive with the
Mayor/Chair or the chairperson of the Chief Executive Performance Review Committee
(however described);



Make themselves aware of the obligations that the Council and the Chief Executive have as
employers and observe these requirements at all times, such as the duty to be a good
employer;
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Treat all employees with courtesy and respect and not publicly criticise any employee; and



Observe any protocols put in place by the Chief Executive concerning contact between
members and employees.

Please note, elected members should be aware that failure to observe this portion of the Code may
compromise the Council’s obligations to be a good employer and consequently expose the Council to civil
litigation or affect the risk assessment of Council’s management and governance control processes
undertaken as part of the Council’s annual audit.

5.3

Relationship with the public

Given the vital role that democratic local government plays in our communities, it is important that
Councils have the respect and trust of their citizens. To facilitate trust and respect in their Council
members will:


Ensure their interactions with citizens are fair, honest and respectful;



Be visible and available to listen and respond openly and honestly to citizens’ concerns;



Represent the views of citizens and organisations accurately, regardless of the member’s own
opinions of the matters raised; and



Ensure their interactions with citizens and communities uphold the reputation of the local
authority.

6. Media and social media
The media play an important role in the operation and efficacy of our local democracy. In order to fulfil
this role, the media needs access to accurate and timely information about the affairs of Council. Any
failure by member to comply with the provisions of this section can represent a breach of the Code.
1.

In dealing with the media elected members must clarify whether they are communicating a
view endorsed by their Council or committee or are expressing a personal view.

2.

Members are free to express a personal view to the media or social media at any time,
provided the following rules are observed:
o

Comments shall be consistent with the Code;

o

Members will, out of respect to the rest of the Council, advise the rest of the Council
if they intend to make a personal statement to the media.

o

Comments must not purposefully misrepresent the views of the Council or the views
of other members;

o

Social media pages controlled by members and used for making observations relevant
to their role as an elected members should be open and transparent, except where
abusive or inflammatory content is being posted; and
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o

7.

Social media posts about other members, council staff or the public must be consistent
with section five of this Code. (See Appendix A for guidelines on the personal use of
social media).

Information

Access to information is critical to the trust in which a local authority is held and its overall performance.
A failure to comply with the provisions below can represent a breach of the Code.

7.1

Confidential information

In the course of their duties, members will receive information, whether in reports or through debate,
that is confidential. This will generally be information that is either commercially sensitive or is personal
to a particular individual or organisation. Accordingly, members agree not to use or disclose confidential
information for any purpose other than the purpose for which the information was supplied to the
member.

7.2

Information received in capacity as an elected member

Occasionally members will receive information from external parties which is pertinent to the ability of
their Council to properly perform its statutory duties. Where this occurs, and the information does not
contravene the privacy of natural persons, the member will disclose such information to other members
and/or the chief executive as soon as practicable.

8.

Conflicts of Interest

Elected members will maintain a clear separation between their personal interests and their duties as
elected members in order to ensure that they are free from bias (whether real or perceived). Members
therefore must familiarise themselves with the provisions of the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests)
Act 1968 (LAMIA).
Members will not participate in any Council discussion or vote on any matter in which they have a
pecuniary interest, other than an interest in common with the general public. This rule also applies where
the member’s spouse/partner has a pecuniary interest, such as through a contract with the Council.
Members shall make a declaration of interest as soon as practicable after becoming aware of any such
interests.
If a member is in any doubt as to whether or not a particular course of action (including a decision to take
no action) raises a conflict of interest, then the member should seek guidance from the Chief Executive
immediately. Members may also contact the Office of the Auditor-General for guidance as to whether
they have a pecuniary interest, and if so, may seek an exemption to allow that member to participate or
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vote on a particular issue in which they may have a pecuniary interest. The latter must be done before
the discussion or vote.
Please note: Failure to observe the requirements of LAMIA could potentially invalidate a decision made,
or the action taken, by the Council. Failure to observe these requirements could also leave the elected
member open to prosecution (see Appendix B). In the event of a conviction elected members can be
ousted from office.

9.

Register of Interests

Members shall, at least annually, make a declaration of interest. These declarations are recorded in a
public Register of Interests maintained by the Council. The declaration must include information on the
nature and extent of any interest, including:
a)

Any employment, trade or profession carried on by the member or the members’
spouse/partner for profit or gain;

b)

Any company, trust, partnership etc for which the member or their spouse/partner is a
director, business partner or trustee;

c)

A description of any land in which the member has a beneficial interest within the jurisdiction
of the local authority; and

d)

A description of any land owned by the local authority in which the member or their
spouse/partner is:

e)



A tenant; or



The land is tenanted by a firm in which the member or spouse/partner is a business
partner; a company of which the member or spouse/partner is a director; or a trust of
which the member or spouse/partner is a trustee.

Any other matters which the public might reasonably regard as likely to influence the
member’s actions during the course of their duties as a member (if the member is in any
doubt on this, the member should seek guidance from the Chief Executive).

Please note, where a member’s circumstances change, they must ensure that the Register of Interests is
updated as soon as practicable.

10.

Ethical behaviour

Members will seek to promote the highest standards of ethical conduct. Accordingly, members will:


Claim only for legitimate expenses as determined by the Remuneration Authority and any
lawful policy of the Council developed in accordance with that determination;



Not influence, or attempt to influence, any Council employee, officer or member in order to
benefit their own, or families, personal or business interests;



Only use the Council’s resources (such as facilities, staff, equipment and supplies) in the
course of their duties and not in connection with any election campaign or personal interests;
and
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Not solicit, demand, or request any gift, reward or benefit by virtue of their position and
notify the Chief Executive if any such gifts are accepted. Where a gift to the value of $50 or
more is accepted by a member, that member must immediately disclose this to the Chief
Executive for inclusion in the publicly available register of interests.

Any failure by members to comply with the provisions set out in this section represents a breach of the
code.

11.

Creating a supportive and inclusive environment

In accordance with the purpose of the Code, members agree to take all reasonable steps in order to
participate in activities scheduled to promote a culture of mutual trust, respect and tolerance. These
include:


Attending post-election induction programmes organised by the Council for the purpose of
facilitating agreement on the Council’s vision, goals and objectives and the manner and
operating style by which members will work.



Taking part in any assessment or evaluation of the Council’s performance and operating style
during the triennium.



Taking all reasonable steps to acquire the required skills and knowledge to effectively fulfill
their Declaration of Office (the Oath) and contribute to the good governance of the city,
district or region.

12.

Breaches of the Code

Members must comply with the provisions of the code (LGA 2002, schedule 7, cl. 15(4)). Any member, or
the Chief Executive, who believes that the Code has been breached by the behaviour of a member may
make a complaint to that effect. All complaints will be considered in a manner that is consistent with the
following principles.

12.1 Principles
The following principles will guide any processes for investigating and determining whether or not a
breach under the code has occurred:


That the approach for investigating and assessing a complaint will be proportionate to the
apparent seriousness of the alleged breach;



That the processes of complaint, investigation, advice and decision-making will be kept
separate as appropriate to the nature and complexity of the alleged breach; and



That the concepts of natural justice and fairness will apply in the determination of any
complaints made under the Code. This includes, conditional on the nature of an alleged
breach, directly affected parties:
o

Have a right to know that an investigation process is underway;

o

Are given due notice and are provided with an opportunity to be heard;
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o

Have confidence that any hearing will be impartial;

o

Have a right to seek appropriate advice and be represented; and

o

Have their privacy respected.

12.2 Complaints
All complaints made under the code must be made in writing and forwarded to the Chief Executive. On
receipt of a complaint the Chief Executive must forward the complaint to the Mayor/Chair or, where the
Mayor/Chair is a party to the complaint, an independent investigator, drawn from a pool of names or
agency agreed in advance.
Please note, only members and the Chief Executive may make a complaint under the code.
Complaint referred to Mayor/Chair
On receipt of a complaint made under the provisions of the Council’s Code of Conduct the Mayor/Chair
will, as the situation allows:


Interview the complainant to assess the full extent of the complaint.



Interview the member(s) subject to the complaint.



Assess the complaint to determine materiality.



Where a complaint is assessed by the Mayor/Chair to be trivial, frivolous or minor, the Chair
may either dismiss the complaint, require an apology or other course of action, or assist the
relevant parties to find a mutually agreeable solution.



Where a complaint is found to be material, or no mutually agreed solution can be reached,
the Mayor/Chair will refer the complaint back to the Chief Executive who will forward it,
along with any recommendations made by the Mayor/Chair, to the Council or an adjudicative
body established by the Council to assess and rule on complaints made under the Code.

If the Mayor/Chair chooses, they may, instead of undertaking an initial assessment, immediately refer the
complaint to the independent investigator, via the Chief Executive.
Complaint referred to Independent Investigator
On receipt of a complaint from a member which concerns the Mayor/Chair, or from the Mayor/Chair after
initial consideration, the Chief Executive will forward that complaint to an independent investigator for a
preliminary assessment to determine whether the issue is sufficiently serious to be referred, with
recommendations if necessary, to the Council or an adjudicative body for assessing and ruling on
complaints. The process, following receipt of a complaint, will follow the steps outlined in Appendix C.

12.3 Materiality
An alleged breach under the Code is material if, in the opinion of the Mayor/Chair or independent
investigator, it would bring the Council into disrepute or, if not addressed, adversely affect the reputation
of a member.
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An alleged breach under this Code is non-material if, in the opinion of the Mayor/Chair or independent
investigator, any adverse effects are minor and no investigation or referral is warranted.

13.

Penalties and actions

Where a complaint is determined to be material and referred to the Council or an adjudicative body
established to consider complaints, the nature of any penalty or action will depend on the seriousness of
the breach.

13.1 Material breaches
In the case of material breaches of the Code, the Council, or the adjudicative body with delegated
authority, may require one of the following:
1.

A letter of censure to the member;

2.

A request (made either privately or publicly) for an apology;

3.

Removal of certain Council-funded privileges (such as attendance at conferences);

4.

Removal of responsibilities, such as committee chair, deputy committee chair or portfolio
holder;

5.

Restricted entry to Council offices, such as no access to staff areas (where restrictions may
not previously have existed);

6.

Limitation on any dealings with Council staff other than the Chief Executive or identified
senior manager;

7.

A vote of no confidence in the member;

8.

Suspension from committees or other bodies to which the member has been appointed; or

9.

Invitation to the member to consider resigning from the Council.

A Council or adjudicative body with delegated authority may decide that instead of a penalty, one or more
of the following may be required:


Attend a relevant training course; and/or



Work with a mentor for a period of time; and/or



Participate in voluntary mediation (if the complaint involves a conflict between two
members); and/or



Tender an apology.

The process is based on the presumption that the outcome of a complaints process will be made public
unless there are grounds, such as those set out in the Local Government Official Information and Meetings
Act 1987 (LGOIMA), for not doing so.
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13.2 Statutory breaches
In cases where a breach of the Code is found to involve regulatory or legislative requirements, the
complaint will be referred to the relevant agency. For example:


Breaches relating to members’ interests (where members may be liable for prosecution by
the Auditor-General under LAMIA);



Breaches which result in the Council suffering financial loss or damage (where the AuditorGeneral may make a report on the loss or damage under s.44 LGA 2002 which may result in
the member having to make good the loss or damage); or



Breaches relating to the commission of a criminal offence which will be referred to the Police
(which may leave the elected member liable for criminal prosecution).

13.3 Disqualification of members from Office
Members are automatically disqualified from office if they are convicted of a criminal offence punishable
by two or more years’ imprisonment, or of certain breaches of the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests)
Act 1968.
Under the Local Government Act 2002, local authorities must consider when adopting a code of conduct,
whether or not they will require members to declare whether they are an undischarged bankrupt. This
Council believes that bankruptcy does raise questions about the soundness of a person’s financial
management skills and their judgment in general. The Council therefore requires Members who are
declared bankrupt to notify the Chief Executive as soon as practicable after being declared bankrupt.

14.

Review

Once adopted, the Code continues in force until amended by the Council. The Code can be amended at
any time but cannot be revoked unless the Council replaces it with another Code. Amendments to the
Code require a resolution supported by no less than 75 per cent percent of the members of the Council
present at the Council meeting at which the amendment is considered.
Councils are encouraged to formally review their existing Code and either amend or re-adopt it as soon
as practicable after the beginning of each triennium in order to ensure that all members have the
opportunity to provide their views on the Code’s provisions.
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Appendix A: Guidelines on the personal use of social media1
There’s a big difference in speaking “on behalf of Council” and speaking “about” the Council. While your
rights to free speech are respected, please remember that citizens and colleagues have access to what
you post. The following principles are designed to help you when engaging in personal or unofficial online
communications that may also refer to your Council.

1

1.

Adhere to the Code of Conduct and other applicable policies. Council policies and
legislation, such as LGOIMA and the Privacy Act 1993, apply in any public setting where you
may be making reference to the Council or its activities, including the disclosure of any
information online.

2.

You are responsible for your actions. Anything you post that can potentially damage the
Council’s image will ultimately be your responsibility. You are encouraged to participate in
the social media but in so doing you must exercise sound judgment and common sense.

3.

Be an “advocate” for compliments and criticism. Even if you are not an official online
spokesperson for the Council, you are one of its most important advocates for monitoring
the social media landscape. If you come across positive or negative remarks about the Council
or its activities online that you believe are important you are encouraged to share them with
the governing body.

4.

Let the subject matter experts respond to negative posts. Should you come across negative
or critical posts about the Council or its activities you should consider referring the posts to
the Council’s authorised spokesperson, unless that is a role you hold, in which case consider
liaising with your communications staff before responding.

5.

Take care mixing your political (Council) and personal lives. Elected members need to take
extra care when participating in social media. The public may find it difficult to separate
personal and Council personas. Commenting online in any forum, particularly if your opinion
is at odds with what Council is doing, can bring you into conflict with the Code should it not
be clear that they are your personal views.

6.

Never post sensitive and confidential information provided by the Council, such as
confidential items, public excluded reports and/or commercially sensitive information. Such
disclosure will contravene the requirements of the Code.

7.

Elected Members’ social media pages should be open and transparent. When commenting
on matters related to the local authority no members should represent themselves falsely
via aliases or differing account names or block. Neither should they block any post on any
form of social media that they have control over unless there is clear evidence that the posts
are actively abusive. Blocking constructive debate or feedback can be seen as bringing the
whole Council into disrepute.

Based on the Ruapehu District Council Code of Conduct
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Appendix B: Legislation bearing on the role and conduct of elected
members
This is a summary of the legislative requirements that have some bearing on the duties and conduct of
elected members. The full statutes can be found at www.legislation.govt.nz.

The Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968
The Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968 (LAMIA) provides rules about members discussing
and voting on matters in which they have a pecuniary interest and about contracts between members
and the Council.
A pecuniary interest is likely to exist if a matter under consideration could reasonably give rise to an
expectation of a gain or loss of money for a member personally (or for their spouse/partner or a company
in which they have an interest). In relation to pecuniary interests the LAMIA applies to both contracting
and participating in decision-making processes.
With regard to pecuniary or financial interests, a person is deemed to be “concerned or interested” in a
contract or interested “directly or indirectly” in a decision when:


A person, or spouse/partner, is “concerned or interested” in the contract or where they have
a pecuniary interest in the decision; or



A person, or their spouse/partner, is involved in a company that is “concerned or interested”
in the contract or where the company has a pecuniary interest in the decision.

There can also be additional situations where a person is potentially “concerned or interested” in a
contract or have a pecuniary interest in a decision, such as where a contract is between an elected
members’ family trust and the Council.
Determining whether a pecuniary interest exists
Elected members are often faced with the question of whether or not they have a pecuniary interest in a
decision and if so, whether they should participate in discussion on that decision and vote. When
determining if this is the case or not the following test is applied:
“…whether, if the matter were dealt with in a particular way, discussing or voting on that matter
could reasonably give rise to an expectation of a gain or loss of money for the member
concerned.” (OAG, 2001)
In deciding whether you have a pecuniary interest, members should consider the following factors:


What is the nature of the decision being made?



Do I have a financial interest in that decision - do I have a reasonable expectation of gain or
loss of money by making that decision?



Is my financial interest one that is in common with the public?
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Do any of the exceptions in the LAMIA apply to me?



Could I apply to the Auditor-General for approval to participate?

Members may seek assistance from the Mayor/Chair or other person, to determine if they should discuss
or vote on an issue, but ultimately it is their own judgment as to whether or not they have pecuniary
interest in the decision. Any member who is uncertain as to whether they have a pecuniary interest is
advised to seek legal advice. Where uncertainty exists members may adopt a least-risk approach which
is to not participate in discussions or vote on any decisions.
Members who do have a pecuniary interest will declare the pecuniary interest to the meeting and not
participate in the discussion or voting. The declaration and abstention needs to be recorded in the
meeting minutes. (Further requirements are set out in the Council’s Standing Orders.)
The contracting rule
A member is disqualified from office if he or she is “concerned or interested” in contracts with their
Council if the total payments made, or to be made, by or on behalf of the Council exceed $25,000 in any
financial year. The $25,000 limit includes GST. The limit relates to the value of all payments made for all
contracts in which you are interested during the financial year. It does not apply separately to each
contract, nor is it just the amount of the profit the contractor expects to make or the portion of the
payments to be personally received by you.
The Auditor-General can give prior approval, and in limited cases, retrospective approval for contracts
that would otherwise disqualify you under the Act. It is an offence under the Act for a person to act as a
member of the Council (or committee of the Council) while disqualified.
Non-pecuniary conflicts of interest
In addition to the issue of pecuniary interests, rules and common law govern conflicts of interest more
generally. These rules apply to non-pecuniary conflicts of interest, including common law rules about bias.
In order to determine if bias exists or not members need to ask:
“Is there a real danger of bias on the part of the member of the decision-making body, in the sense
that he or she might unfairly regard with favour (or disfavour) the case of a party to the issue under
consideration?”
The question is not limited to actual bias, but relates to the appearance or possibility of bias reflecting the
principle that justice should not only be done, but should be seen to be done. Whether or not members
believe they are not biased is irrelevant.
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Members focus should be on the nature of the conflicting interest or relationship and the risk it could
pose for the decision-making process. The most common risks of non-pecuniary bias are where:


Members’ statements or conduct indicate that they have predetermined the decision before
hearing all relevant information (that is, members have a “closed mind”); and



Members have a close relationship or involvement with an individual or organisation affected
by the decision.

In determining whether or not they might be perceived as biased, members must also take into account
the context and circumstance of the issue or question under consideration. For example, if a member has
stood on a platform and been voted into office on the promise of implementing that platform, then voters
would have every expectation that the member would give effect to that promise, however he/she must
still be seen to be open to considering new information (this may not apply to decisions made in quasijudicial settings, such as an RMA hearing).

Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
The Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 sets out a list of meetings procedures
and requirements that apply to local authorities and local/community boards. Of particular importance
for the roles and conduct of elected members is the fact that the chairperson has the responsibility to
maintain order at meetings, but all elected members should accept a personal responsibility to maintain
acceptable standards of address and debate. No elected member should:


Create a disturbance or a distraction while another Councillor is speaking;



Be disrespectful when they refer to each other or other people; or



Use offensive language about the Council, other members, any employee of the Council or
any member of the public.

See Standing Orders for more detail.

Secret Commissions Act 1910
Under this Act it is unlawful for an elected member (or officer) to advise anyone to enter into a contract
with a third person and receive a gift or reward from that third person as a result, or to present false
receipts to Council.
If convicted of any offence under this Act a person can be imprisoned for up to two years, and/or fines up
to $1000. A conviction would therefore trigger the ouster provisions of the LGA 2002 and result in the
removal of the member from office.
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Crimes Act 1961
Under this Act it is unlawful for an elected member (or officer) to:


Accept or solicit for themselves (or anyone else) any gift or reward for acting or not acting in
relation to the business of Council; and



Use information gained in the course of their duties for their, or another person’s, monetary
gain or advantage.

Elected members convicted of these offences will automatically cease to be members.

Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (previously the Securities Act 1978) essentially places elected
members in the same position as company directors whenever Council offers stock to the public. Elected
members may be personally liable if investment documents such as a prospectus contain untrue
statements and may be liable for criminal prosecution if the requirements of the Act are not met.

The Local Government Act 2002
The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA 2002) sets out the general powers of local government, its purpose
and operating principles, and details the personal liability of members.
Although having qualified privilege, elected members can be held personally accountable for losses
incurred by a local authority where, following a report from the Auditor General under s44 LGA 2002, it is
found that one of the following applies:
a)

Money belonging to, or administered by, a local authority has been unlawfully expended; or

b)

An asset has been unlawfully sold or otherwise disposed of by the local authority; or

c)

A liability has been unlawfully incurred by the local authority; or

d)

A local authority has intentionally or negligently failed to enforce the collection of money it
is lawfully entitled to receive.890

Members will not be personally liable where they can prove that the act or failure to act resulting in the
loss occurred as a result of one of the following:
a)

Without the member’s knowledge;

b)

With the member’s knowledge but against the member’s protest made at or before the time
when the loss occurred;

c)

Contrary to the manner in which the member voted on the issue; and

d)

In circumstances where, although being a party to the act or failure to act, the member acted
in good faith and relied on reports, statements, financial data, or other information from
professional or expert advisers, namely staff or external experts on the matters.

In certain situation members will also be responsible for paying the costs of proceedings (s47 LGA 2002).
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Appendix C: Process where a complaint is referred to an independent
investigator
The following process is a guide only and Councils are encouraged to adapt this to their own specific
circumstances.

Step 1: Chief Executive receives complaint
On receipt of a complaint under the Code, whether from a member (because the complaint involves the
Mayor/Chair) or from the Mayor/Chair after an initial assessment, the Chief Executive will refer the
complaint to an investigator selected from a list agreed at the start of the triennium. The Chief Executive
will also:


Inform the complainant that the complaint has been referred to the independent
investigator and the name of the investigator, and refer them to the process for dealing with
complaints as set out in the Code; and



Inform the respondent that a complaint has been made against them, the name of the
investigator and remind them of the process for dealing with complaints as set out in the
Code.

Step 2: Investigator makes preliminary assessment
On receipt of a complaint the investigator will assess whether:
1.

The complaint is trivial or frivolous and should be dismissed;

2.

The complaint is outside the scope of the Code and should be re-directed to another agency
or institutional process;

3.

The complaint is minor or non-material; or

4.

The complaint is material and a full assessment is required.

In making the assessment the investigator may make whatever initial inquiry is necessary to determine
their recommendations, including interviewing relevant parties, which are then forwarded to the
Council’s Chief Executive. On receiving the investigator’s preliminary assessment, the Chief Executive will:
1.

Where an investigator determines that a complaint is trivial or frivolous, inform the
complainant, respondent and other members (if there are no grounds for confidentiality) of
the investigator’s decision.

2.

In cases where the investigator finds that the complaint involves a potential legislative breach
and outside the scope of the Code, forward the complaint to the relevant agency and inform
the Chief Executive who will then inform the complainant, the respondent and members.
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Step 3: Actions where a breach is found to be non-material
If the subject of a complaint is found to be non-material, but more than trivial or frivolous, the investigator
will inform the chief executive and, if they choose, recommend a course of action appropriate to the
breach, such as:


That the respondent is referred to the Mayor/Chair for guidance; and/or



That the respondent attend appropriate courses or programmes to increase their knowledge
and understanding of the matters resulting in the complaint.

The Chief Executive will advise both the complainant and the respondent of the investigator’s decision
and any recommendations, neither of which are open to challenge. Any recommendations made in
response to a non-material breach are non-binding on the respondent and the Council.

Step 4: Actions where a breach is found to be material
If the subject of a complaint is found to be material, the investigator will inform the Chief Executive, who
will inform the complainant and respondent. The investigator will then prepare a report for the Council
on the seriousness of the breach. In preparing that report, the investigator may:


Consult with the complainant, respondent and any directly affected parties; and/or



Undertake a hearing with relevant parties; and/or



Refer to any relevant documents or information.

On receipt of the investigator’s report, the Chief Executive will prepare a report for the relevant Council
body charged with assessing and ruling on material complaints, which will meet to consider the findings
and determine whether or not a penalty, or some other form of action, will be imposed. The Chief
Executive’s report will include the investigator’s full report.

Step 5: Process for considering the investigator’s report
The investigator’s report will be considered by the Council or adjudicative body established for considering
reports on Code of Conduct complaints, or any other body that the Council may resolve, noting that the
process will meet the principles set out in section 12.1 of the Code.
The Council, or adjudicative body, will consider the Chief Executive’s report in open meeting, except
where the alleged breach concerns matters that justify, in accordance with LGOIMA, the exclusion of the
public. Before making any decision on a specific complaint, the relevant body will give the respondent an
opportunity to appear and speak in their own defense. Members with an interest in the proceedings,
including the complainant and the respondent, should not take part in these proceedings in a decisionmaking capacity.
The form of penalty that might be applied will depend on the nature of the breach and may include actions
set out in clause 13.1 of the Code.
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The report, including recommendations from the adjudicative body, should that body have no formal
delegations, will be heard and accepted by the Council in open session, unless grounds for excluding the
public exist, without debate.
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8.3. Councillor Reimbursement Policy

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Toshi Hodliffe & Catherine Schache

Responsible Director

Katherine Trought

Purpose
1.

This report outlines recommended changes to the Councillors’ Expenses, Allowances
and Reimbursements Policy to incorporate feedback from the auditors and to reflect
changes to the way Council works.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

considers and adopts the Environment Canterbury Councillors’ Expenses,
Allowances and Reimbursements Policy as attached at Attachment 1 (with
tracked changes accepted).

Background
2.

The Remuneration Authority (the Authority) is the independent body set up by
Parliament to deal with the remuneration of key office holders including local
government representatives. It operates under the Remuneration Authority Act 1977
and the Local Government Act 2002. Its role is to set the remuneration, expenses and
allowances for local government representatives

3.

The Authority is required to approve arrangements made for the reimbursement of
expenses and allowances to councillors. Appended to this report is a draft Expenses
Allowances and Reimbursements Policy for consideration and adoption. This will be
forwarded to the Authority for its approval. (Please refer to Attachment 1.)

4.

The draft Policy is an amended version of the Council’s current Policy. The attached
version shows the changes that are proposed. Amendments have been made to:
a. Incorporate recommendations from the Auditors, required to ensure that
expense claims are approved on a ‘one-up’ basis or, where that is not
possible to ensure that there is a process where there is no reciprocal
arrangement for approving sensitive expenditure (that is, to avoid a person
approving expenditure having their own expenditure approved by the person
whose expenditure they are approving);
b. Make other changes recommended by the Auditors, including clarity around
claims for meal expenses for more than one person; and whether the Council
will meet councillors’ partners’ costs;
c. Update references to the role of GM Governance;
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d. Update references to the current Remuneration Determination.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
5.

Councillor remuneration, allowances and expenses are budgeted for in the Council’s
Long-Term Plan and Annual Plans.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
6.

There are no additional risks or legal implication associated with the decision Council is
being asked to make.

Consistency with council policy
7.

The amended Policy will be consistent with the Auditor General’s Guidelines on this
issue, titled Controlling sensitive expenditure: Guide for public organisations and
available at https://oag.parliament.nz/2020/sensitive-expenditure

8.

The Expenses, Allowances, and Reimbursements Policy has been drafted to align with
relevant Council Policy and the current Remuneration Determination. It will need to be
reviewed after the new 2021/22 Remuneration Determination is issued by the
Remuneration Authority some time in July.

9.

It is recommended that Council should establish a working group to consider all aspects
of the Policy at the same time as we incorporate any changes required by the new
Remuneration Determination.

Next steps
10. Following the Council’s decision, the adopted Expenses, Allowances, and
Reimbursements Policy will be sent to the Remuneration Authority as soon as possible
and, subject to any comments from the Remuneration Authority, will then take effect.
11. Once we receive the Remuneration Authority’s Determination for 2021/22, Council may
wish to establish a working group to review the Policy.

Attachments
Attachment 1: Draft Expenses Allowances and Reimbursements Policy
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Environment Canterbury Corporate Policy
Councillors’ Allowances and Reimbursements
Effective date

November 2019[date]

Review date

June 20221 or earlier, as required

Policy Owner

Director Finance and Corporate Services

Policy statement
1. The remuneration, expenses and allowances payable to members of Environment
Canterbury are set out in the Local Government Members (2020/2119/20)
Determination 202019, and actual and reasonable expenses are outlined in this
policy, formally approved by the Remuneration Authority (but subject to the
provisions in the Determination).
2. Clause 6 of Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act 2002 specifies the
Remuneration Authority must determine the remuneration, allowance and expenses
payable to members of local authorities. It also states that the Remuneration
Authority may prescribe the rules under which remuneration or expenses are applied
or reimbursed.
3. Remuneration, allowances and expense reimbursements not determined by the
Remuneration Authority cannot be paid.
4. In all situations Environment Canterbury is mindful of the requirement to use public
funds responsibly and to maintain public confidence in the organisation.
5. Actual and reasonable expenses may be incurred in relation to legitimate Council
business events or legitimate Council business needs and travel.
6. Environment Canterbury will not (with some rare exceptions) fund alcohol related
expenses and will be an alcohol-free site/organisation.

Purpose
7. This policy outlines the eligible expenditure that may be reimbursed to members of
Environment Canterbury in performing their duties as prescribed in the Local
Government Act 2002.
8. From time to time members incur expenses on the Council’s behalf, for which they
can be reimbursed. Reimbursement and use of council supplied resources apply only
to members personally, and only while they are acting in their official capacity as
Councillors for Environment Canterbury.
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Applies to
9. All Councillors of Environment Canterbury.

Responsibilities
10. The Council Chairperson is the primary signatory to approve members’
expense claims and expenditure (except for the Chair of Audit, Finance and Risk
Committee – see 11 below).
11. The Deputy Chairperson Chair of Audit, Finance and Risk Committee is the
second primary signatory to approve the Chairperson’s expenditure.
11.12.
The Deputy Chair is the primary signatory to approve the Chair of
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee’s expenditure.
12.13.
The Director Finance and Corporate Services is a second signatory to
approve Chairperson and Councillor expense claims and expenditure.
13.14.
The Team LeaderGeneral Manager Governance Services is responsible
for ensuring members are aware of the policy and accompanying guidelines,
facilitating the preparation of Councillor expense claims, and checking for
compliance before they are submitted to the Director Finance and Corporate
Services and the Chairperson for approval.
14.15.

Members are responsible for understanding and abiding by the policy.

15.16.
The Finance Ssection is responsible for processing expenditure that
complies with the policy.

Policy principles
16.17.

To be reimbursable, expenses must:



have a justifiable council-related business purpose; council business includes
formal Council meetings, committee meetings, workshops, seminars, statutory
hearings, training courses, site visits, meetings with staff, meetings with
community groups and meetings with members of the public (It does not include
events where the primary focus is on social activity, political meetings or
electioneering.)



be moderate and reasonable, having regard to the circumstances and able to
pass the test of prudent use of ratepayers’ money under public scrutiny



be actual and justified by an original receipt



be approved by the relevant authoriser
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be within relevant budget provisions



be presented on the approved Environment Canterbury Claim Form



be signed as true and correct by the claimant



be consistent with the rules set by the Remuneration Authority.

17.18.

Costs for reimbursement will be processed through the payroll system.

Related Information
18.19.
Information relating to the Councillors’ Expenses, Allowances, and
Reimbursements Policy include:


Guidelines to this Policy



Members Code of Conduct



Environment Canterbury Fraud Policy



Clause 6 of Schedule 7, Local Government Act 2002



Remuneration Authority Act 1977



Local Government Members (202019/210) Determination 202019

Monitoring and review
19.20.
Monitoring of this policy is the responsibility of the Team LeaderGeneral
Manager Governance Services and a review will occur every three years or earlier, in
response to legislative changes, Remuneration Authority determinations and best
practice. Any proposed amendments to this policy will be reviewed by the policy
owner and presented to the Council for approval and adoption.

Policy Authorisations
20.21.

The policy, and any amendments, must be approved by the Council.
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Councillor’s Expenses, Allowances and Reimbursements
Guidelines and Procedures

Council process for payment
1. Payment of expense reimbursements require a claim form to be signed and submitted
for approval. Councillor claims are processed and paid monthly.


All claims are to be accompanied by a detailed receipted tax invoice. It is not
sufficient for payments made by credit card or EFTPOS to be supported only
by the credit card/EFTPOS docket. Receipts must be itemised, for example, a
hotel receipt must specify accommodation and meal costs separately.



Claims will be refused if no receipts are provided.



It is preferable for each person to submit their own meal and
accommodation claims. However, where this is not possible and only
combined claims are possible, mMeal and accommodation claims for
multiple people must list the names of those people.



Detailed description of business reasons must be supplied.



Alcohol cannot be claimed unless pre-approval is obtained from the
Chairperson.



Members must seek approval first before incurring expenses and submit an
expense claim in the same month (where possible) as the expense is
incurred.



Authorised approvers must review and approve each member’s expense
claim and pre-approved overnight stays, travel, accommodation, and
conference attendance.



Claim forms are to be submitted to the General Manager Governance
Services who will check and verify, arrange for the Chairperson and the
Director Finance and Corporate Sservices to approve, and arrange
payment with the payroll system.



Claim forms for each month are to be received within five working days
following the end of the month. Members must submit their expense claims in
the financial year expenses were incurred.



Receipts/claims submitted after three months will not be reimbursed except in
extraordinary circumstances.
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Submitted claims will be reimbursed in the next available payment run.

Travel
Airline clubs / air points / loyalty rewards
2. No air points or loyalty rewards accumulated on travel or accommodation etc, while
on Council business can be used for personal benefit.
Air travel – domestic
3. Members are entitled to use domestic air travel for Council related travel where air
travel is the most cost-effective travel option. All approved travel bookings are made
through the Executive Assistant to the Chair and Councillors or Governances
Services team.
4. For the sake of clarity, if a member resides outside of the Canterbury Regional
Council area and, for personal reasons, chooses to travel by airline to the Council
area on Council business, compensation will be paid for travel time only, as outlined
in paragraphs 33 and 34.
Air travel – international
5. The prior approval of the Council is required for any international air travel, where
costs or partial costs are paid for by council funds. As a general policy all international
air travel by members is economy class, where Council funds all or part of the fares.
Council approval is required for exceptions, e.g., where Premium Economy or the
equivalent air travel is desirable for health or other compelling reasons.
6. All approved bookings are to be made by the Executive Assistant to the Chair and
Councillors.
Accommodation in exceptional circumstances for Council related meetings
7. The Executive Assistant to the Chair and Councillors or the Governance Services
team may arrange overnight accommodation for members when travel or business
requirements make it unreasonable for a member to return on the same day, e.g,
travelling after a late meeting, travelling in excess of 100km one-way, or in
exceptional circumstances.
8. Environment Canterbury has negotiated corporate rates with hotels/motels and unless
extraordinary circumstances arise, members are to use these venues where
appropriate. Bookings are to be made in consultation with the Executive Assistant to
the Chair and Councillors or the Governance Services team.
9. Accommodation should be cost-effective, taking into account the location relative to
where members are working, the standard of accommodation and safety and security
issues.
10. Purchases from hotel mini-bars and charges for in-room video or cable movies are to
be paid for by the Councillor before checking out of the accommodation.
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accomdoation.
11. Councillors who choose to stay with friends or relatives are entitled to a special
allowance of $50 per overnight stay. In this instance, the member cannot claim other
expenses such as meals and incidentals.
Meals
11.12.
Breakfast is not claimable on day one of travel, although in some
exceptional circumstances approval may be given by the Chairperson for this
expense up to a maximum of $30 per head (e.g., if travel time commences prebreakfast).
12.13.
When staying overnight, a reasonable cost for breakfast may be claimed for
day two onwards, or where possible, breakfast may be charged back to
accommodation.
13.14.
Lunch is not claimable on day one of travel within the boundaries of the
Canterbury Regional Council.
14.15.
Lunch is claimable on day one of travel outside the boundaries of the
Canterbury Regional Council. A reasonable cost will be reimbursed.
15.16.
Dinner is claimable when staying away overnight and will be
reimbursed to a maximum of $80 (including GST) per night.
16.17.
Clams for alcohol will not be accepted unless pre-approval has been
obtained from the Chairperson.
17.18.
Morning and afternoon tea are not claimable (this includes takeaway
coffee and bottled water).
18.19.
Reimbursements will only be made when members are on official Council
business.
19.20.

Meals cannot be claimed if:


a complimentary meal is provided



a meal is prepaid through an accommodation package (e.g, hotel breakfast)



the cost of the meal is included in the cost of seminar or conference



members are entertained by their hosts.

Car parking
20.21.
Parking fees incurred while on Canterbury Regional Council
business will be reimbursed on production of an original detailed receipted
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GST invoice.
Rental cars
21.22.
Rental cars may be used when attending meetings or conferences in other
centres, where this is the most cost-effective travel option.
22.23.
Approved rental car bookings are to be made by the Executive Assistant to
the Chair and Councillors or the Governance Services team using Environment
Canterbury’s preferred rental car agency.
Taxis and other transport
23.24.
Other than for agreed conference/meeting attendance, there may be
occasions when a member requires a taxi service. Taxi fares can be booked in
advance through the relevant Governance Services staff. Such taxi fare bookings will
be paid directly by the Council and there is no need for Councillors to pay for the taxi
fare individually.
Pre-approval by the Team LeaderGeneral Manager Governance Services (including
taxi company to be used) is required.
24.25.
Taxi costs paid for by the individual member for unanticipated taxi travel
within New Zealand, or for international travel on Council business, will be
reimbursed on presentation of actual receipts.

Vehicles
Chairperson’s car
25.26.
The Council Chairperson may be provided with a vehicle. The value of the
vehicle shall be reasonable for the purpose intended and appropriate for public
service use (as per the Office of The Auditor General guidelines and the then current
Remuneration Determination). If the Chair elects to have the vehicle available for
private use, a deduction will be made from their salary as determined by the
Remuneration Authority. The Chairperson will not be able to claim for vehicle
mileage.
Vehicle provision
26.27.
The Council does not provide Council vehicles for members attending
meetings, except for the Chairperson of the Council.

Mileage and travel time allowances
27.28.
In accordance with the Local Government Members (202019/210)
Determination 202019, the following rules apply:


Vehicle mileage and travel time allowances will be paid for all travel on Council
business when the member is travelling in a private vehicle by the most direct
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route that is reasonable in the circumstances.


The maximum allowance for a petrol or diesel vehicle is:
o 79 cents per km for the first 14,0000 kms travelled in the determination
term (1 July to 30 June)
o 30 cents per kilometre for any distance over 14,000 kms travelled in
the determination term (1 July to 30 June).

 The maximum allowance for a petrol hybrid vehicle is:
o 79 cents per km for the first 14,0000 kms travelled in the determination
term (1 July to 30 June)
o 19 cents per km for any distance over 14,000 kms travelled in
the determination term (1 July to 30 June).
 The maximum allowance for an electric vehicle is:
o 79 cents per km for the first 14,0000 kms travelled in the determination
term (1 July to 30 June)
o 9 cents per km for any distance over 14,000 kms travelled in
the determination term (1 July to 30 June).
28.29.
If the Council is providing transport, and a member chooses, for personal
reasons, to travel independently, they may not be entitled to a vehicle allowance.
29.30.
Where a member chooses, for personal reasons, to travel by private
vehicle to a conference or seminar outside of the Canterbury region they will be
entitled to reimbursement of the mileage travelled, up to the value of equivalent
airfare.
30.31.
Any speeding fines and any other traffic infringement notices incurred
will not be reimbursed.
31.32.
For the sake of clarity, the member is not required to be a member of the
committee or subcommittee to claim mileage attendance.
32.33.
Compensation for travelling time within New Zealand on Council business can
be claimed by members (other than the Chair) at a rate of $37.50/hr for each hour of
travel time after the first hour of travel time in a day. Travel must be by the quickest
form of transport reasonable in the circumstances and by the most direct route
reasonable in the circumstances. Only time travelled in excess of one hour will qualify
for payment, up to a maximum of eight hours in a 24-hour period.
33.34.
If a member resides outside the Canterbury Regional Council area and travels
to the Council area region on Council business, compensation for travel time will only
be paid after the member crosses the Council’s boundary and after the first hour of
travel within the region.
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Catering, hospitality and entertainment
Annual Councillor function
34.35.
The Council will make budgetary provision for one Councillor function per
year. The purpose of this function is to provide:


a forum for building relationships between members and senior staff



an opportunity to give recognition to the supporting role that spouses/partners
give to members and senior staff.

35.36.
Attendance is generally limited to members and senior
management staff, accompanied by spouses/partners.
36.37.
If appropriate, costs of accommodation and associated meals will be
paid for by members and partners attending the annual function.
37.38.
The Chief Executive or Chairperson, when it is deemed appropriate for the
function, may invite special guests.
Catering
38.39.
The Councillors’ Lounge (adjacent to the Council chamber) is equipped with
tea and coffee making facilities. Catering and refreshments will be provided to
councillors attending formal meetings, served in the Councillors’ Lounge. Catering
and refreshments are arranged through the Governance Services team.
39.40.
Members may use the Wharekai staff café at their personal cost. Light
meals, snacks, hot and cold beverages are available.

Communication allowance
40.41.
In accordance with the Local Government Members (202019/210)
Determination 202019, the following communications allowances are payable when
councillors use their own mobile phone device and have chosen to use a councilowned HP X2 Tablet device:


for use of a multi-functional (or other) printer, $40 per annum



for use of a personal mobile phone, $150 per annum; and



for use of a personal mobile phone service, $400 per annum.

41.42.
When a councillor has chosen not to use a council-owned HP X2 Tablet
device they are entitled to the above allowance plus an additional $200 per annum
for use of a personal device.
42.43.

The Council will supply any necessary sundry consumables such as printer
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ink and paper. The council-owned device remains the property of Environment
Canterbury and must be returned when the member leaves office.
43.44.
Sundry consumables should be arranged through the Executive Assistant to
the Chair and Councillors or Governance Services team.
Mobile phones
44.45.
The Council will provide a mobile phone for the Chair and cover all
expenses associated with the use of that phone. The phone remains the
property of Environment Canterbury. The Chair will not receive a mobile phone
allowance.

Childcare allowance
45.46.
In accordance with the Local Government Members (2019/20/21)
Determination 201920, members may claim a childcare allowance as a
contribution to expenses of up to
$6,000 per child in a financial yearper annum if:


the member is the parent or guardian of the child orand is usually responsible
for the day-to-day care of the child; and



the child is under 14 years of age; and



the childcare is provided by someone who is not the member’s family member
and does not ordinarily reside with the member.

46.47.
Satisfactory evidence of the amount paid for childcare must be provided in the
form of an original detailed receipted GST invoice.

Professional development, clubs and associations
Conferences, courses, seminars etc
47.48.
An annual budget will be set aside for Councillors’ attendance at
conferences/courses/seminars. (Annual LGNZ Conference not included, see
below). Councillors will be allocated $2,500 each per year and can utilise future
budget as long as the total does not exceed $7,500.
48.49.
When considered appropriate for a member to attend a
conference/course/seminar at the cost of Environment Canterbury, approval shall
only be given for the purpose of acquiring knowledge, including new developments,
or transacting business that is appropriate to that member. Costs of attendance must
be able to be met within the approved budgets.
49.50.
Attendance will generally be authorised by resolution in a public session of a
Council or Committee meeting but may also be authorised in writing by the Council
101442.1885#5301070v2
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Chairperson.
50.51.
Members who have been authorised to attend a conference/, course/,
seminar etc will have attendance fees, travel, accommodation and meals paid for.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Team LeaderGeneral Manager Governance
Services, all travel and accommodation will be booked through the Executive
Assistant to the Chair and Councillors.
51.52.
The Council will not meet costs of partners/spouses attending
conferences/courses/ seminars except in the rare circumstances that the
involvement of a partner/spouse directly contributes to a clear business purpose.
52.53.
Members, after attendance at an approved conference/, course/, seminar,
should report to an appropriate meeting on relevant matters including course content,
matters of interest to other members and staff, and an assessment of the value of the
attendance.
LGNZ Conference
53.54.
Attendance at the Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) Annual
Conference will be considered and resolved by the Council.
The Council will meet the costs of registration, meals and
accommodation for members and partners/spouses.

54.55.

Councillors travelling overseas (other than courses/conferences)
55.56.
Environment Canterbury may support the costs of members travelling
overseas on fact-finding visits after consideration of the following factors:


the information to be gained is necessary to the achievement of the performance
measures of a relevant Council project in the Annual Plan/Long Term Plan



a personal visit is required for the nature of the visit is such that a Councillor is
appropriate for the task



the visit is an effective means of obtaining information



the Councillor applying for support is an appropriate member to undertake the
proposed visit



any special circumstances which are seen to justify support.

56.57.
All applications for support shall be in writing and will require support from the
relevant principal Committee prior to consideration by the Council.
57.58.
When a member will be travelling overseas on a personal visit and is asked
by the Council to undertake some work which can be conveniently included in their
itinerary, then the Council may approve any extra expense incurred as it sees fit.
101442.1885#5301070v2
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Taxation of allowances
58.59.
Taxation on allowances shall be deducted at the prevailing taxation
rates as determined by the Inland Revenue Department.

Resource consent hearing fees
Fees for attending ATA and RMA resource consent hearings
Refer to clauses 5, and 6 and 13 of the Local Government Members (202019/210)
Determination 202019 for further information.

Breach of expense and reimbursement rules
59.60.
Instances where this policy has not been followed may lead to an
investigation pursuant to the Members Code of Conduct.

101442.1885#5301070v2
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8.4. 2021 Council and Committee Meeting Schedule

Council report
Date of meeting

08 July 2021

Author

Catherine Schache, Toshi Hodliffe, Natalie Gunn

Responsible Director

Stefanie Rixecker

Purpose
1.

To update the Council and Committee schedule for the remainder of the 2021 calendar
year.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

affirm and endorse the updated Council and Committee schedule for 2021.

Updated committee meetings
2.

At the Council meeting held on the 17June 2021, an amended Council and Committee
meeting schedule was affirmed and endorsed for the remainder of 2021 to include the
standing committees agreed on 29 April 2021.

3.

Following this, the meeting schedule has been subsequently updated to allow for
alignment of the Audit, Finance and Risk Committee with the statutory financial
reporting schedule, ensure the Climate Change Action Committee meets separately
from Council meetings, set meeting dates for the Chief Executive Employment,
Performance and Remuneration Committee, and to schedule a Council meeting to
receive reporting from that Committee:


Council Meeting
o







26 August 2021

Audit Finance and Risk Committee
o

19 August 2021

o

07 October 2021

o

18 November

Chief Executive Employment, Performance and Remuneration Committee
o

24 September 2021

o

03 December 2021

Climate Change Action Committee
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o

11 November 2021.

Communication
4.

The meeting schedule will be available on the Council’s website and will be updated via
approval at a Council Meeting when any changes are made through the year.

Attachments
1.

2021 07 08 Council and Committee Meeting Schedule [8.4.1 - 1 page]
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2021 Council, Committees and Partnership Fora Meeting Schedule
JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

MON
TUE
WED

Attachment 8.4.1

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
MON

1
1

TUE

2

2

THU

1 RHC
NEC
TUDC

3 RHC
FRI

3

1

2 RHC

4 RHC
RSLC

2 RHC
NEC
TUDC

THU

3 Te Rōpū Tuia

FRI

3 Te Waihora

1

5 GCPC

4
5

2
3

6
7

4
5

2

6

4

8

6

6

3

7

5

9

7 CWMS Reg Cttee

9

7

4

8

6

10

8

10 RHC

8 RHC
Council

5 RHC
Council

7 RHC
AFRC
CSC

11 RHC
CCAC

11

9 GCPC

6

10 GCPC
Te Waihora

8 GCPC

12 Canterbury
Anniversary

10 GCPC

12
13

10
11

7
8

11
12

9
10

13
14

11
12

14

12

9

13

11

15

13

15 CWMS Reg Cttee

13

10 CWMS Reg Cttee

14

12 CWMS Reg Cttee

16

14

16

14

11

15

13

17

15

THU

17 RHC
Council

15 LGNZ conf

12 RHC
CCAC
CSC

16 RHC

14 RHC
LGNZ
zone 5&6

16

THU

FRI

18 GCPC

16 LGNZ conf

13 GCPC

17

15
LGNZ
zone 5&6

18 RHC
CSC
RTC
AFRC
19 CMF
CDEMG

17

FRI

SAT

19

14

18

16

20

18

SAT

SUN
MON

20

15

19

17

21

19

18

22

20

SUN
MON

SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED

4

2 Te Rōpū Tuia

5
6

3
4

1

7 Queen’s Birthday

5

8

WED

1

THU

FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED

TUE
WED

17 LGNZ conf &AGM
AAGMAGM
18

9 RHC
RSLC

20

CEPRC
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THU

9 RHC
Council

FRI
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED

21

19

16

22

20

17

21

19

23

21

23

21

18

22

20

24

22

24 RHC

22

19 RHC
AFRC
RTC

23 RHC
NEC
TUDC

21 RHC
Council

25
RHC
Council

25
GCPC partner councils

23

24
Te Rōpū Tuia

22
GCPC partner councils

26
Te Waihora
LGNZ Regional

24

FRI

SAT
SUN
MON

THU

FRI

LGNZ Regional

20 CMF
CDEMG

TUE
WED
THU

23

CEPRC
SAT
SUN
MON
TUE
WED

26
27

24
25

21
22

25
26

23
24

27
28

25
26

28

26

23

27 South Canterbury
anniversary

25 Labour Day

29

27 Christmas Day
holiday

29

27

24

28

26

30

28 Boxing Day holiday

30

28

25

29

27

29 Office closed

28 RHC

30 Office closed

31 Office closed

29 RHC
RSLC

THU

30 RHC
Council

26 RHC
Council

FRI

TUE
WED

THU
FRI

SAT
SUN
MON

30

27

29

31

28

30
31

29
30

TUE

SAT
SUN
MON
TUE

31

JUNE

JULY

Long-Term Plan 2021-2031 Timetable (Council)
17 June – adopt LTP and set rates
Annual Report Timetable
21 Oct – Council final Annual Report
Public holidays
Councillors’ Leave – Sat 10 July to Sun 25 July
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AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
Council
IEIC
CWMS Reg Cttee
RHC
RTC
CDEMG
GCPC
CMF
Te Waihora
Te Rōpū Tuia
LGNZ
NEC
TUDC
RSLC
AFRC
CSC
CCAC
CEPRC

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Council meetings
Investment Entity Investigation Committee
Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee
Regulation Hearing Committee (8.30 am) as required
Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee
Canterbury Mayoral Forum
Te Waihora Co-Governance Group
Partnership between Environment Canterbury and Ngā Rūnanga
Local Government NZ - Regional sector/Zone 5 & 6/AGM &Conference
Natural Environment Committee
Transport and Urban Development Committee
Regional and Strategic Leadership Committee
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee
Catchment Subcommittee (of the Natural Environment Committee)
Climate Change Action Committee
CE Performance and Remuneration Committee
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8.5. Climate Emergency Update

Council report
Date of meeting

8 July 2021

Author

Victoria Clare, Strategy Advisor
Angie Scott, Senior Scientist- Air Quality

Responsible Director

Dr Tim Davie, Director of Science

Purpose
1.

Environment Canterbury declared a climate emergency on 16 May 2019, ensuring that
climate change is at the centre of the organisation’s work and the Council’s decision
making. As part of its strategic direction, the Council has identified a transformational
opportunity to ‘lead climate change resilience’.

2.

Councillors have requested a standing item at every Council meeting that provides an
update on Environment Canterbury’s climate change work programme.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

receives the update on the climate change work programme

Background
3.

Environment Canterbury is continuing work on climate change under the Long-Term
Plan 2021-2031 by progressing the Climate Change Resilience programme. This
programme seeks to:


ensure that climate change is actively considered across all Environment
Canterbury workstreams.



increase the visibility of climate science and the potential impacts of climate
change on the Canterbury region.



work with iwi, mana whenua and other regional partners, and central
government agencies on climate change issues.

Update
4.

This update will focus on the in-progress Climate Change Impact Report. This project is
being undertaken by the Environment Canterbury Science Group to assess the impacts
of projected climate scenarios on Canterbury’s environment over the next 80 years.

5.

The Climate Change Impact Report assessment will be based on NIWA’s climate
projections (commissioned by Environment Canterbury in 2019), a literature review,
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local data, Environment Canterbury reports, and the knowledge, expertise, and
experience of the Science Group.
6.

The Climate Change Impact Report will cover all aspects of Environment Canterbury’s
science team’s work; coasts, surface water, groundwater, land (including terrestrial
ecology), and air.

7.

The report identifies areas and environments most vulnerable to climate-induced natural
hazards, and the potential impacts on these environments now and for the rest of this
century. The report also highlights information gaps and areas of necessary scientific
research.

8.

The focus for the report is on the likely environmental effects of a changing climate.
Evaluation of the impacts on recreational, cultural, economic, or social activities and
values are outside the scope of this project.

9.

This report will sit alongside the forthcoming Canterbury Climate Change Risk
Assessment, and together will act to ensure Environment Canterbury, and the region,
have the highest quality, science-led knowledge around climate change. This will inform
future work and decision-making including Environment Canterbury’s new Climate
Change Action Committee, regional adaptation planning, and the communication
campaign ‘It’s time, Canterbury’.

10. The final report is expected in October. It is anticipated that the assessment will
undergo regular revisions based on the availability and advances in local scientific
research, environmental data, predictive tools, and updated climate projections.

Attachments
{None}

Peer reviewers
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8.6. Unbudgeted Capex Item - Council approval

Council report
Date of meeting

Thursday 8 July 2021

Author

Tarsha Triplow, Team Leader Corporate Reporting

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, Acting CFO

Purpose
1. To seek approval for unbudgeted capital expenditure for the 30 June 2021 financial
year.

Recommendations
That the Council:
1.

Approves expenditure of $10,690 (excl. GST) for a Mobile (Trailer) wash-down
unit including a 600L tank, water blaster and petrol motor as at 30 June 2021.

Background
2. The capital asset procurement approval form is attached which outlines the business
justification for the unbudgeted capital expenditure. Three quotes have been
received.
3. Normally unbudgeted capital expenditure would go to PARC first but given there is no
meeting scheduled in July and this purchase is in the 30 June 2021 financial year we
are seeking approval directly from Council.

Attachments
1.

Washdown Trailer - Capital Asset Procurement Approval Form 19 05 21 [8.6.1 - 2
pages]

Peer reviewers
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Mark Wright, Corporate Reporting Accountant
Catherine McMillan, Acting CFO
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CAPITAL ASSET PROCUREMENT APPROVAL
(For unbudgeted asset purchases outside Annual Plan / LTP)

Financial Year:

2020 2021

Asset Description:
Mobile (Trailer) wash-down unit including 600L tank, water blaster and petrol motor.

Procurement Details:
Have you complied with Ecan’s Procurement policies and processes?

Y/N

Cost (Attach Quotes): $10,690.00
3 Quotes received.
Condor - $9950.00 (Excl. GST) + $220 On-road costs + $520 freight. - Selected
Nilfisk Kerrick - $13,106.69 (Excl. GST) + On-road costs + freight.
Youngman Richardson & Co $10,320.00 (EXCL. GST) + On-road costs + freight.
Month of Purchase:

May 2021

Asset Purchase Type (Please circle):

A. To
B. To
C. To

replace existing asset
improve level of service (increase capacity)
meet additional demand (growth)

IMPORTANT
1. Asset to be purchased:

YES/NO

2. Asset to be leased:

YES/NO

Cost Code to which depreciation will be charged: P040400

Section: Biosecurity

Justification:
(Note reasons for purchase outside Annual Plan/LTP. If purchase exceeds $10,000, a business case is required).

As part of both our Farm Biosecurity and Check Clean Dry pathway management programmes we require
the use of wash down gear to assist with reducing the spread of pests while simultaneously exhibiting
positive behaviour in the community. Having a wash-down trailer that can be taken to rural events and to
boat-ramps over the summer for the Check Clean Dry programme will be a significant asset.
Note: The asset is under $10,000 but on-road costs and freight take the invoice beyond this limit, as such, no
business case has been completed.

Requested By:
LAURENCE SMITH
_______________________________________ _______________________________________

Section Manager/Project Leader

Director (if over Section Manager Delegation)

Approval:
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Katherine Trought
_______________________________________
Acting Director of Finance and Corporate Services
Chief Executive
25 May 2021
NOTE: COUNCIL APPROVAL IS ALSO REQUIRED FOR UNBUDGETED ASSET PURCHASES

Finance to complete:

Capex No. _________
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9. Exclusion of the Public from Part of the Council
Meeting
Council paper
Meeting Date

8 July 2021

Author

Louise McDonald, Senior Committee Advisor

Recommendations
That the public be excluded from the following part of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
1.
2.
3.
1.

Council minutes
Canterbury Water Management Strategy Zone Committee Refresh 2021
Appointments
Planning Matter

The general subject of the matters to be considered while the public is excluded, the
reason for passing this resolution and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:

Item
No.

Report

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

1.
2.

Council minutes
CWMS Zone Committee
Refresh
2021
Appointments
Planning Matter

Good reason exists under
section 7

3.

2.

Item
No.
1.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole
or relevant part of the proceeding of the meeting in public are as follows:

Enable the Committee holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations - Section
7(2)(i)

2.

Protect the privacy of natural persons – Section 7(2)(a)

3.

Maintain legal professional privilege - Section 7(2)(g)

2.

Ground(s) under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution
Section 48(1)(a)

That appropriate officers remain to provide advice to the Council.
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10. Other Business
11. Notices of Motion
12. Questions
13. Next Meeting
14. Mihi/Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing
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